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AMONG THE FAMEES.

PARK,

D.

Auctioneer,

MAINS

SOUTH PARIS,

"

AT

SPEED ΤΗ* PLOW."

Terms Moderate.

Correspondu nee

BUCK.

L.

Dentist,

Surgeon

MAINS.

SOUTH PARIS,
Ml my beet work warrante·;.

IJ

Κ. H. P.

JONES,

Dentist,
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Γ1

SMITH,
MAINE.

i

>rne

I

J

Collection»

Block.

a

Specialty

Kit RICK A PARK.

Attorneys at Lawa
·'·

MAINS,

KTHIL,

KUery C. Park

vJlUor S. Herrlck.

J. H. STUART & CO.,
CIV IL
35

ENGINEERS AND SURVEYORS.
High Street, South Parle, M ilne.
Telephone 111-12.

Maps and Plan· made to order.
Mipe of the Umberlan·!» ami pocket maps of

each county for sale.
Publishers of the Atlae of

Maine.)

VVm. C. Leavitt Co.,
14 Main

St., Norw:y,

Me.

Stoves,

Hardware,

Ranges.

and

Ai! Kinds of

Lead

Pipe Repairing,

Talaphon· 134-11.

J. WALDO NASH,

Taxidermist.

Temple Street,

Matonio Block,

rear

NORWAY

Telephone Connection.
MOLL1STER 3

Rocky ftsuntain Tea Nuggets
lieijine for Baay Peop!·.
QslJca Health and Renewed Vigor.

A

Briii;,··.

A s*wiSo for C nstii-ation. In-!itce^tion. I.We
an.l KiJn· y Trouble^. Pimples. Ecréma, Impur·
Β! kxI. B.i Breaïh. Sluuicish Bowels, HeadÂch
aad BackacUe. It's R· >cky Mountain Tea in tul
l«*t form, 3"> cents a box.
Genuine made b>
Hollister Dut ·! Coupant, Madison. Wis.

GOLDEN NUGGETS FOR TALLOW PEOPLE

Wood,

Cord

e»P*'Ç,all>hJ

But,'

so

far as I am

personally

Slab Wood,

Edgings,

Coal at

?hat

Lave

j

t^t

Îdlorr»;

Par^

Son's,

South Paris, Main*.

Stop's

P^ato®8

CATARRH

Cream Balm

Ely's
is

I BAL*.
"Af-fEVER

quick h absorbed.

1
S®M

Gi.e» Relief at Once.
TV·*
It cleanse*, soothes,
hais and protects
the diseased uiem1 r.»ue resulting from Cat;irrh and drives
λ· a Colli iu the Head quickly. Restores
Senses of Taste and Smell. full size
ets. at Druggists or by lu ail.
Liquid
iV-aiu halin for use in atomizers 75 cts.
liro'^c-s, ">'» Warren Stre. t. New York.

HIIOLER,

E. W. (

Builders' Finish !
i wtl! furnish DOORS and WINDOWS of any
•JUe or Style at reasonable price».

Also Window dt Door Frames.
If Id want of any Unri of Finish for Inside oi
Outside work, send In your order·. Pino Lum
ber and Shingles on hand Cheap for Cash.

Planing, Sawing and Job Work.
Matched fine

R.

Sheathing for Sale.

CHANDLER,

W.

Maine.

West Sumner.

Bargains

Don't Look for

When you are troubled with your
eyes. "Have your eves examined
by DR PARMfcSTER.
Optician and Specialist
Come h-

Norway,
*

Consult

re.

me.

■

»..f

c-ru.rtv

Main·.

15 ve:rs expert Watchmaker with Bigelow,
Kenmrd it Co., Boston.
All Work

Guaranteed.
A lit le out of the wa)
but it pays to wa'k.
(LOI Κ*

W Λ Τ €11 Κ*

«El».

.%*D

JEWELRY.

With Dr. Pannenler, .Norway, Maine:

KILL vac COUGH

and

CURE

LUNGS

King's
New Discovery
w,th

never.ee,η

iffee, b"

Ktor.îber.

fiTSTtfi.

A Reliable

Dr.

FOR C8E8?8

J2S&.

AMD ALL THROAT AMD LUWC T10UBLE8.

QUABANTXZD SATI8FA0T0BT
OK MONEY BETUHPEP.

We Do all Kindt of....
JOB PRINTING.

AiMOrf 4 Forb« South Pari*

Beet ten ears flint corn, grown
mm) exhibited by a t>oy 18 1st
#5.00
years of age or under,
CLASS Π.

der,

2d.

3(1

Pounl1'?'

^«

'«J™*™

BAG

3 00

2.00

By Louis Joseph Vance

j^CopyriSKt.

$3.00 $2.00

19M. by

I

th^obb«-M«rr^C^^

[COSTI5T7XD.J

1.001

Distracted, he searched pocket after
pocket, locating his watch, cigar case
2.00 | and cigarette case,
5.00
3.00
matchbox, penCLASS IT.
knife, all the minutiae of pocket hardBest single ear flint corn
ware affected by civilized man, with
grown and exhibited by a
1.00 | uld letters, a cardcase, a square en2.00
3.00
man,
CLASS V.
velope containing his steamer ticket,
Beet tea ears of flint corn,
His small
but no sovereign purse.
established as a distinct
pocket held less than 8
2.CJ change
5Ο
3.00
Maine variety,
exact—
This premium is open to competition shillings—two and eight, to be
by all persons within the state. Anyone and a brass key, which he failed to
entering in this class will not be permit- recognize as one of his belongings.
Uest ten ears flint
and exhibited

CLASS

ΠΙ.

corn grown
by a man,

And that was all. At some time dur»ig the night he had lost (or been cunBest flve stalks silage corn,
bereft of?) that little purse of
3.00
3.00
2.001 ulngly
any named variety,
chamois skin containing the three goldProf. Wm. D. Hurd of the
en sovereigns which he had been bus·
chusetts Agricultural College has been [
to pay his eteamer expenses
engaged to act as judge of the corn ex- bandlug
hibit, and the method ueed in judging and which. If only he had them now,
this corn will be so planned as to be of would stand between him and starvageneral educational value. It ieespecially tion and a night In the streets. If
important that this work shall be hand-1 Brentwlck were only In town! But he
led in an educational way on account of wasn't and wouldn't be within the
material assistance it will be to our peoweek.
ple in competing for premiums at the
"No good waiting here," he conclud.Vew England Corn Show which will bo
his face, he re-entered
held some time during the month of ed. Composing
were his trunks, of
November, 1910. Letters have been for- the station. There
warded to growers of corn throughout I course. He couldn't leave them standthe state, calling their attention to the ing on the station platform forever.
He found the luggage room and inimportance of this work and already
uumerous replies are coming in stating
terviewed a mechaulcally courteous atthey will be glad to make exhibits and a tendant, who. as the result of profound
successful show seems assured.
deliberation, advised him to try his
The secretary of the association will
luck at lhe lost luggage room across
I
a
score
send to all requesting oopy of the
He accepted the advice.
card to be used, together with sugges- the station.
tions for selection of seed corn as well as It was a foregone conclusion that his
At a re- effects had not been conveyed to the
corn for exhibition purposes.
cent meeting held in Boston, Hon. B.
Tilbury dock. They could not have
Walker McKeen of Fryeburg was elect- been loaded luto the luggage van withed vice president of the New England
out his personal supervision. Still, anyCorn Exposition for the state of Maine I
was liable to hapi>en when his
and Christopher M. Oallup, editor of thing
star was In the ascendant
unlucky
was
elected secretary
the Maine Farmer,
He found them in the lost luggage
for Maine. It is well that the farmers
ted to enter in Classes I and III.
CLASS VI.

Massa-1
|

|

|

|

room.

A clerk helped him identify the articles and ultimately clucked with a perfunctory note, "Sixpeuce each, please."

,lrWe*put

IdIt

Remedy
FOR

^aUhe

CLASS I.

Beet single ear flint corn,
grown and exhibited by a
boy 18 years of age or un-

! BLACKI

[

credit for having secured the> ftret pr w
at Longlook Farm is largely due to my
farm superintendent, Mr. Albion L. Abb
When the prize was offered I saidIto
him—"Now, we must make a good,
•strong hard try for the tiret pr.ze, or
of
we must get
if we can't get
the other prizes." He replied that be
feared that other contestants would
richer soil, but that if I desired it.
he could
he would do the very best
towards securing a pr.ze, and heι wisely
remarked that even if we did not get a
prize, we would, at al events, get a
go"d mess of potatoes.
It is through his good Jutl*rae°»
his hard work, that we have come out
»he»d in this competition.
Complying with your request for the
particular* as to the raising of our crop,
these particulars being aleo requ.red1
î>«iifve
bv the terms of the contest,
*o-iiii sav
that our land, on which the
'·"»
medium light loam with a sub-soil of
such land a*
about
hard pin gravel, just
1S common in the vicinity of
HdU
The at reι was of the state should interest themselves
neither better uor poorer
oca slightly sloping etde h'll. with n
in the matter of selection, breeding and
artificial drainage, but with fair natural dissemination of superior strains of corn
and the corn show to be held at the
on seven cords of barn dress·
Dairy Conference will be of great assist!Dg, carefully plowing it under and ance to them in their work.
Official programs and entry blanks
thoroughly harrowed with a disc: harrow.
For seed we used about l^buehels and information stating all the details of
of World's Fair, and Carmen No. 1 ρ
the Dairy Conference will be furnished
Utoes
At planting time on or about to those making application.
the 31et day of May we furrowed the
Lkon S. Mebkill,
acre thoroughly and put on fourteen
State Dairy Instructor.
hundred pounds of high grade Ke*ex
Cow Test Association.
Oxford
han
it
County
hy
Phosphate, carefully mixing
with the soil; we dropped the poUtoee
The regular meeting of the Oxford
by hand, about 12 inches apart and cov- County Dairy Testing Association was
ered them by hand. We began cultivat- held at Canton, Tuesday, November 2d,
and while the attendance was not as
iag about as soon as the
round, and we kept on cultivating nntil large as it has ordinarily been, yet the
became so large that we could interest was splendid, and good results
I. may »y will come from the meet.ng.
not cultivate any longer.
Mr. C. T. Bonney, president of the
right here that when I came up to 1 ar.
Hill in August on my
association, gave a talk during the foreI was irreat I y impressed with the degree
noon session on the records of the varitbat hail bcw. P« «D tbi. ous animais comprising bis herd for the
I
bad
of
na-cb
potato...
past year. Many interesting and im«Isowhere the ground so finely cultiva
portant facts were brought out.
was not quite so «ne as ground
During the afternoon session a lecture
there were no cakes, no was given by Dairy Instructor Merrill on
lumps, no hard places; the Κ™"™* b*d the lessons to be learned from Dairy
been so thoroughly cultivated that the Testing Association work concerning
noi itoes srot the benebt of every bit ot
feeding problems. Some interesting
W. .prayed «bre. comparisons were made in the results
with
usua11Bor
times very thoroughly
obtained from different herds where
deaux mixture. About the 2oth of June, entirely different feeding plans were fol« lowed.
». borf tb.
.o.wl broadcast .ii hundred
Mr. A. S. Cook, the official tester of
the same fertilizer as originally used, the association, was present and brought
cultivait)
and using the wings of
out some very important lessons from
we brought up the ground thus sown,
the association work. In one instance
close to the potatoes.
where a change in grain ration was
1 am glad to be able to make this recommended by Mr. Cook and followed
email contribution to the ever P"se° by the owner of the herd on the animals
question-"l)oe8 farming pay. and the composing the herd, an increase in proother almost equally ever P^ent in- duction of more than an average of ll.CO
auirv "Can a city man operate a farm.
per month resulted. At the same time
and I am particularly glad that the gen- the cost of the ration and its protein
erous offer of these prizes has brought content were lessened.
the fact prominently before us
Such matters as these are of intense
that our soil in Paris seems to be very interest and value to the members, and
well adapted to raising potatoes.
these meetings are eagerly looked forYoure very truly,
ward to.
L.
Case.
Chakl.es
The next meeting will be held at East
Sumner the first Tuesday in December,
and at that time a demonstration will be
Opportunities for Investment.
by a representative of the departgiven
Secretary of Agriculture Wilson «peut ment in the lessons to be drawn from,
an
automoin
most of last week
taking
and the value of weighing the milk
bile ride from Albany through Schoyield of each animal daily.
to
and
Counties
Oneida
harie, Otsego
Mr. Cook, the official teeter, will make
lTtica and thence southwest to Ithaca,
comparisons between the results obtainto observe for himself (as well as one ed in the Oxford
County Dairy Testing
can do it by that rapid method of ob- Association with those obtained in the
servation) the agricultural condition of two associations which have already
the center of the state. He was accom- been
reported in a bulletin issued by the
panied by Chief Whitney of the Bureau department of agriculture.
of Soils,
Immigration Commissioner
The meeting adjourned at 3 P. m. and
Fowderly, Chief Larmon of the Labo* all went home feeling that they had obof
the
State Department
Division of
tained some very valuable instruction
Agricalture, and a gentleman who is from the day's meeting.
to
be
to
to
expect
represent (or
supposed
able to interest) certain large capitalists
For Corn Improvement.
who may see great opportunities for inIncidental with the New England fruit
vestment in New York farms that can be
show in Boston came an organization of
bought amaziugly cheap in proportion the New
England corn exposition for the
to prices in other states, natural adpurpose of holding a show of corn and
vantages being taken into account—as corn
products in the fait of 1910. One
chey have not always been taken into
at a meeting of men who were
account by intending farmers, both year ago
interested in the welfare of New Engin
have
who
and
born,
American
foreign
whom were the governors
thousands of cases rushed to tbe far land, among
of the several states, a corn propaganda
west without any adequate examination
was formed, with a president and secreof tbe chances nearer the seaboard. Mr.
and vice-presidents and
Wilson is quoted as expressing himself tary-treasurer
secretaries in each state. At the call of
thus, after the trip:
the president these men met in the office
"I cannot see why people have gone
of Secretary J. Lewis Ellsworth in Bosaway and left tbe farms in many parts of ton on Oct. 21 and
proceeded to organize
this state. These lands are better than
for the work that is before them.
the lands that are open to settlement in fully
The temporary organization was made
tbe west. You are near the markets of
permanent. Several changes made necin
such
are
farm
and
the east,
products
of residence were
demand that prices have become ex- essary by changes
made in the board aod a committee was
a
cexsive and present
problem that formed to draft a constitution and
bymakes consumers anxious. Sixty thoulaws, provide for incorporation and
sand Americans went to Canada and took
draft rules.
560,000,000 with them to buy wbeat
It is proposed to carry on a campaign
laids in Canada. They wonld do better
which will
I can- of publicity and education,
to take up your old farms here.
at once. The various experiment
begin
folk·
started
ever
what
away
see
not
will join the movement and will
The average price of stations
from these farms.
to conduct a large amount of coland in Iowa is $125 per acre and it runs try
work. It is excattle operative experimental
up to 1200. Iowa farmers raise
that the agricultural departments
md horses and flourish. Cattle can be pected
will aid to the full extent of their abiliraised here just as well. You have New
the fairs and the local granges will
York City a* a market. You ought to ties
also join the movement. Corn is really
go in for milk, butter, cheese, eggs, the basis of New England agriculture,
Why, last year and as all cereals come under this classipoultry, vegetables.
.S,000,000 bushels of potatoes were im- fication all specialists of whatever branch
ported into New York. That should
they may be are directly interested in
not be. Good profit can be made on
all they can of its successful
at 50 learning
with
farms
of
potatoes
your
iny
«
growing and in ext jnding the area of Its
eenta per bushel. The going west ide
his ab->ut expired. I txpect we will see growth.
Adjournment was made to the first of
men coming from the west to take up
"— December, at which time the by-laws
your old farms if nobody else does
committee will report, a general outline
Country Geutleman.
of the priz»s and classes will be drafted,
literature will be issued and the camThanksgiving.
paign begun. It is hoped to rival the
very successful fruit show of 1909, whicL
This is the month in which there is
has just closed in Boston.—B. Walker
national
for
set
thanksgiving,
apart
day
McKeen in Tribune Farmer.
though a cheerful heart is thankful
however,
is
a
It
thing,
good
day.
every
for tbe people to be reminied periodNow that the days are shorter you will
ically « f the fact that aa a nation w« be doing chores sometimes after dark.
Lave much to be thankful for, aod Make it a rale never to set tbe lantern
whether we celebrate the day aim ply οι •lown on the floor. Hang it up where it
with enough turkey and atuffing to in will not be knocked over. It is an awful
vite indigestion, let us mark it by a rething to have tbe barn burn up. By the
solve to be better farinera and better way. a harness snap suspended from the
citiz-Ds than ever before. N<>ue of us it ceiling by a bit of old pump-chain is a
wholetoo humble or obacore to exert a
good thing to haog the lantern on.
If we dc Uave it just above tbe reach of your
some influence, day by day.
nothing more than greet our neighb·*) head.—Farm Journal.
with a cheerful face and a kind word w<
Tbe fall pigs should be kept growing
■hall abed a benediction over an entlri
therefore giv« but not too fat. They will pay to winter
ua
Let
community.
The early ones
thanks not only upon one day of th< for feeding next sommer.
our Uvea.—Farn will go to market in January and Februyear but every day of
ary, if well fed.—Farm Journal.
Journal.

Stove Wood and if "lm..ion
A. W. Walker &

concern-

Prl,?c!j)l'

must say. on the
"Honor to whom honor »s due

.«d, 1

"J1!

and Iron.

Licensed

New York, Not. 3, 1909.
Editor Democrat.
I acknowledge with thanks receipt ol
the "Democrat's" cheque for #25 in
ment of the award to me of thefi
prize for the largest crop of
raiaed this season on an acre in the towr
of l'aris, tlie crop being 34C bushels and
58 lbs. of good, merchantable potatoes
Iu the course of my business experience
I have received a good many cheque·ι fo
525 but I have never received one thai
wao more acceptable than this.
1 beg to thank you for your prompt
c -urtesy in the matter, and
desire, through the columns of the
••Democrat" to thank the unknown
donor, and I shall be glad if you haveι an
opportunity to do so, if you w.,1 ««end
He h
inv thanke personally to him.
certainly stimulated the potato industry
"

|

|<lifferent

pay^

Attorney at Law,
NORWAY,

j

The good work commenced last year
by Dr. Twitcbell when he offered premiums for com grown by boya 18 years I
of age or under is bearing fruit. The
Maine Dairymen's Association recognizHow the Potatoes were Grown.
11 ης the merit of the work already begun
are offering extra premiums in several I
Mit. CASK DETAILS THE METHOD U8EI
classes, a list of which follows:

1

me

I

DE-

la tollcltod.
Addreae ail communication» In
teniled tor thle Department to Ηχκητ 0
Havhoku, Agricultural Editor Oxford Oem
ocrai. Parte. Me.

MAINE.

tk-e Hour·—9 to 12—1 to 4.

9K0WHKGÀN, NOVEMBKK SO TO
CKMBEB 3.

practical agricultural topic

OS HIS PB1ZS ACBE.

NORWAY,

|1

on

Corn Show at the Qairy Conference.

|

"I—ah—pardon?"
"Sixpence each, the

fixed charge, sir
For every twenty-four hours or fraction thereof, sixpence per parcel."
"Oh, thank you so much," said Kirkwood sweetly. "I will call tomorrow."
"Very good, sir. Thank you, sir."
"Five times sixpence is two and six,"
Kirkwood computed, making his way

hastily out of the station lest a worse
"No, bless your
thing befall him.
heart—not while two and eight repre-

the sum total of my fortune."
Ile wandered out into the night. He
could uot liuger round the station till
dawn, and what profit to him if he
did'
Even were he to ransom his
trunks one van scarcely change one's
sents

clothing in a public waiting room.
Somewhere in the distance a great
clock chimed a single stroke freighted
It knelled tin*
sore with melancholy.
passing of the half hour alter miJ
night, a witching hour when ever.;
public shuts up tight and gentlemen
in top bats aud evening dress arc
doomed to pace the pave till da;
(barring they bave homes or visible
when
of support)—till day,
means

!ng tbe fact that bis bat must stand
out like a chimney pot on a detached
boose, be sped on tiptoe down tbe cobbled way and close beneath the house
walls of Quadrant mews; but, halfway In, he stopped, confounded by an
unforeseen difficulty. How was be to
Identify the narrow entry of No. 0,
whose counterparts doubtless communicated with the mews from every residence on four sides of the city block?
He almost lost bis head when he
realized that escape was already cut
off by the way he bad come. 8ome
one or, rather, some two men were
entering tbe alley. He could hear tbe
tramping and shuffle of clumsy feet

and voices that muttered Indistinctly.
One seemed to trip over something and
cursed. The other laughed. The voices
grew more loud. They were coming
his way. He dared no longer vacillate.
He dived into the nearest black hole
of u passageway and in sheer desperation flung himself, key in band, against
Mark bow bis
the door at tbe end.
luck served him who bad forsworn
her! He found a keyhole and Inserted
It turned. So did the knob.
the key.
He fell In
The door gave Inward.
with It, slammed It, shot the bolts and,
panting, leaned agalust its panels, In a
pit of everlasting nigbt, but saved—
for tbe time being, at all events.
CHAPTER X.
Kirk wood faced unhappily
the enigma of fortuity, wondering if this by any possibility were
No. 0.
Tbe key bad fitted, tbe bolts bad
been drawn on the Inside, and, while

INDOORS

the key had been one of ordinary pattern and would no doubt bave proved
effectual with any one of a hundred
common locks, tbe flnger of probability
seemed to Indicate that his luck bad
brought him back to No. Θ.
In spite of all this, be was sensible
of little confldence. Though this were
truly No. 0, his freedom still lay on
the kuees of the gods; his very life, be-

like,

was

poised, tottering

on a

cle of cbunce.

pinna-

In tbe end, taking heart of desperatlou, he stooped and removed his
shoes, a precaution which later appealed to bis sense of the ridiculous
In view of the racket be bad raised In
entering, but which at the moment
seemed most natural and In accordance with common sense.
Then, rising. be held his breath, staring and
listening. About him the pitch darkwas
ness
punctuated with fading
points of fire, and In his ears was a

noise of strange whisperings.
He went forward gingerly, feeling
his way like a blind man on strange
ground. Ere long he stumbled over a
doorslli and found that the walls ol
tbe passage bad fallen away. He bad
entered a room, a black cavern ol
indeterminate

progressing

dimensions.

over

Thence,

complaining

floors

through what may bave been tbe servants' ball, a large room with a table

in the middle and a number of promiscuous chairs (witness his tortured
shins), be finally blundered into tbe
basement hallway.
Ry now a little calmer, be felt assured that this was really No. 9
Fmgnall street and a little happier
about it all, though not even momentarily forgetful of tbe potential police
However, he
and night watchman.
mounted the steps to tbe ground floor
without adventure and found blmsell

open and such personal ci
watches aud hammered silver
cigar cases may be hypothecated. What
An hour passed.
was
he to do?
Through this long hour Kirkwood
as

With hands stroug and gentle he
:urned the round, light head. Then
'Ah!" he commented in the accent of

:omprehenslon.

beyond question, his sovereign
'ilm somewhere
purse was waiting for
on the secohd flight of stairs, while
his means of clandestine entry lay
warm In his fingers—the key to the
dark entry, which he had by force of
habit pocketed after locking the door
on leaving the house with Dorothy.
He came to the Hog-ln-the-Pound.
Its windows were dim with low
Down the covered
turned gaslights.
Quadrant mews slept in a

alleyway
dusk, but fitfully relieved by

a

lamp

two round which the friendly mist
clung close and thick.
There would be none to see.
8kulklng, throat swollen with fear,
heart beating like a snare drum. Kirktook his chance. Buttoning his

or

wood
overcoat collar up to hi· chin and cur*:

for there was an angry

ooklng bump at the base of the skull.
Klrkwood

let

the

head

down

and

Recalling a bathroom
jn the floor above, thither he went,
mselflshly forgetful of his predicament If discovered, and, turning on
the water, sopping his handkerchief
until It dripped. Then, returning, he
took the boy's head on his kneee. washed the wound, purloined another handkerchief of silk, with a giddy border,
from the other's pocket and of this
manufactured a rude but serviceable
bandage.

:ook# thought

ly

edly.

some

jad he's hurt"

At the corner be swerved and cross
ed, still possessed of bis devil of Inspiration. It would be unfair to biro
to say that be did not struggle to re
slst It, for he did, because it was fair

ings?
Decidedly to re-enter It would be to
incur a deadly risk. And yet undoubt-

examine the man's countenance. The
which had partly hidden it had
fallen back Into a natural position. It
was a young face that gleamed pallid
In the candlei'ght a face unlined, a
little vapid and insignificant with features regular and neat, betraying few
characteristics other than the purely
negative attributes of a character as
pet unformed, possibly unformable.
much the sort of face that he might
arm

elusive resemblance that he thought to trace In
those vacuous features, a resemblance
:o some oue he hud seen or known at
some past time somewhere, somehow.
"I give it up. Guess I'm mistaken.
Anyhow, live young Englishmen out of
svery ten of his class are Just as
tloud and foolish. Now let's see how

arrested by a silly impulse to
and By. as if the bobby whom he
descried approaching blm with measured stride, pausing now and again to
try a door or flash his bullseye dowu
au area, were to be expected to lden
tlfy the man responsible for that
racket raised ere midnight in vacant
No. 9.

Irresistible!
But then—the risk.
Supposing, for
the sake of argument, the customary
r.l?bt watchman to have taken up a
No. 9, suptransient residence In
posing the police to have entered with
him and found the stunned man od
the second floor, would the watchman
not be vigilant for another nocturnal
marauder—would not the police now,
more than ever, be keeping a wary eye
on that bouse of suspicious happen-

tas and, berating himself for crass
ftupldlty—he had saved a deal of time
and trouble by thinking of this before
—lighted the candle.
As its golden flame shot up with
scarce a tremor, preyed upon by a perfectly excusable concern, he bent to

lug to plu down

panic,

tlatlons with the steamship company
for permission to exchange his passage. with a sum to boot, for transportation on another liner—a most
feasible project, a temptation all but

bed.
In tbe last place he Bought which
should, he realized, have been the first
-to wit, the fob pocket of the white
small gold
a
waistcoat—he found
matchbox packed tight with wax ves-

appearance assorted with bis double
role of persecutor of distressed damsels and nocturnal housebreaker.
Klrkwood bent closer above the motionless head, with puzzled eyes strlv

turn

and egregiously asinine; yet. strug
gllug, his feet trod the path to which
It tempted him.
"Why." he expostulated feebly, "1
might as well turn back and beat that
bobby over the head with my cane!"
But at the moment his hand was in
his change pocket, feeling over that
same brass door key which earlier he
had been unable to account for. and
he was informing himself how very
easy It would have been for the sovereign purse to have dropped from his
waistcoat pocket while he was sliding
on his ear down the dark staircase.
To recover it meant, at the least, shelter for the night, followed by a decent,
comfortable and sustaining morning
meal.
Fortified by both he could redeem his luggage, change to clothing
more suitable for daylight traveling,
pawn his valuables and enter into nego

guilt and sneakishness imparted by
the action, stubbornly heedless of the
possibility of the man's awakening to
find himself being searched and rob-

dental disarray.
"I can t make blm out at all! deIt was most exasclared Klrkwood
perating, the Incongruity of the boy's

walked without a pause.
Another clock somewhere clauged
resonantly twice. The world was very
still. Aud so. wandering foot loose in
α wilderness of ways, turning aimless
ly. now right, uow left, he found him
self In Frognall street.
Kirkwood identlued It with a start
and a guilty tremor. He stopped stock
still in au unreasoning state of semi

Feeling

hit

way like a blind man
stranye ground.

on

at last In the same dim and ghostly
hall which he bad entered some six
The mockery of dusk
hours before.
admitted by the fanlight was Just
strong enough to enable him to Identhe general lay of the land and

tify
arrangement of furniture.

More confidently with each uncontested st^i he continued his quest.
Elation was stirring his spirit when
he gained the first floor and moved
toward the foot of the second flight,
approaching the spot whereat he was
to begin the search for the missing
he lacked
purse. The knowledge that
means of obtaining illumination deHe had some
terred him nothing.
of finding matches in one of the

hope

rooms, but, failing that, was
to ascend the stairs on all
fours, feeling every inch of their surface if it took hours.
And thus It fell out that, at the instant he was thinking it time to begin
to crawl and hunt, his stockinged feet

adjacent
prepared

into contact with something
heavy, yielding, warm—something thai

came

moved, moaned und causcd his hair to
bristle and bis flesh to creep.
We will make allowances for him.
AJl along he had gone on the assumption that bis antagonist of the dark
stairway would have recovered and
made off with all expedition in the
course of ten or twenty minutes at
most from the time of his accident

Γο find him still there was something
entirely outside of Klrkwood's reckoning. lie would as soon have thought

encounter, say. Calendar—would
have preferred the latter. Indeed.
"Poor devil!" murmured the young
"Ile must be in a pretty bad
nan.
«•ay for surer* He knelt, compassion
fentling bis lieart, and put one band to
lo

A warm sweat
the lusentlent face.
moistened his fingers. His palm was
Ta lined by steady respiration.
Immeasurably |M*rplexed, the American rose, slipped ou his shoes and buttoned them, thinking hard the while.

What ought he to do? Obviously flight
suggested Itself—incontinent flight, anticipating the man's recovery. On the
ether hand, iudubitably the latter had
sustained such Injury that consciousness, when It came to him, would hard-

scrubbed across the floor to rest LU
back against the wall.
"Why-y. 1 remember fallln', an<]
then I woke up, and it was ail dark
and my bead uchin' fit to split I pre
I say
eume 1 went to sleep again.

bouse with quite as raucb warrant as
the otber unless Kirkwood had drawn
a rash Inference from the incident of
the ragged sentry. The two of them
were mutual if antagonistic trespass
Neither would dare bring about
ere.
the arrest of the other. And then—and
this was not the least consideration to
influence Kirkwood—perhaps the fellow would die if be got no attention.
Light upon the subject, actual as
well as figurative, seemed to be the
His mind composed,
first essential.
Kirkwood set himself In search of it
The floor he was on, however, afforded
him uo assistance.
After some momentary hesitation he
went upstairs, his ascent marked by a
single and grateful incident Halfway
to the top he trod on an object that
clinked underfoot and, stopping, re
trleved the lost purse.
The rooms on the second floor were
bedchambers, broad, deep, stately, inhabited by seven devils of loneliness.
Tn one. on a dresser, Kirkwood found
α stump of candle in a china candleThe two charred ends ο I
stick.
matches at Its base were only an Irritating discovery, however—evidence
that real matches had been the mode
0 at some remote date.
in
No.
Disgusted and oppressed by cumulative iuquisltiveness. he took the canHe would
dle end hack to the halL
have given much for the time and
means to mnke a mo.'e detailed Investigation Into the secret of the bouse.
Since his latest entrance his vision
had adjusted Itself to cope with the
obscurity to some extent aud the street
lights, meagerly reflected through the
windows from the bosom of a sullen
pall of cloud low swung above the
city, had helped him to piece together
many a detail of decoration and furnishing, alike somber and richly digKirkwood told himself that
nified.
the owner, whoever he might be. was
a man of wealth and taste Inherited
from another age. He had found little
of meretricious today tn the dwelling,
much that was solid and sedute and
homely and—Victorian. He could have
wished for more. A box of early Victorian vestas had been highly acceptable.
Making his way downstairs to the
stricken man, who was quite as he
had been, Kirkwood bent over and
thrust rifling fingers Into his pockets
regardless of the wretched sense of

have expected to see, remembering
those thin and pouting Hps that before
had Impressed him. Its owner was
probably little more than twenty. In
bis attire there was a suspicion of a
fop's preciseness, aside from its acci-

pawnshops
fects

re-euforced by much aggressive
ly
was to be repower. Moreover, It
membered tbat the one was In that

what're you doln' here?"
Instead of replying Kirkwood lifted

warning finger.

a

"Hush!" he said tensely, alarmed bj
noises in the street. "You don't sup

pose"—

He had been conscious of a carriage
corner as well ae
that It bad drawn up ^presumably) before a nearby dwelling. Now the rattle of a key in tbq hall door wus startllngly audible. Before he could movt
the door Itself opened with a sin m
Kirkwood moved toward the stairhead and drew back, with a cry of dis-

rolling np from the

gust "Too late," he told himself bitterly. His escape was cut off. He
could run upstairs and hide, of course,
but the boy would inform against him

and—
He buttoned up his coat, settled his
hat on his head and moved near the
candle, where it rested on the floor.
One glimpse would suffice to show him

bit

And

Klrkwood

a

In

little and sighconsternation

alone in your
my cue to leave you

glory."

He was liugering only to restore to
the boy's pockets such articles as he
had removed in the search for matches
—the matchbox, a few silver coins, a
bulky sovereign puree, a handsome
But ere
plain gold watch, and so forth.
he concluded he was aware that the
boy was conscious; that his eyes, open
and blinking in the candlelight were
upon blm.

They were blue eyes-blue and shallow as α doll's and edged with long,
fine lashes, intelligence of a certain
was rapidly Informing them.

degree
Klrkwood returned their questioning
His
glance, transfixed in Indecision.

cut and run for it
primal impulse
He had nothing to fear
was gone.
from this child, who could not prevent
his going whenever he chose to go,
while by remaining he might perchance worm from him something
to

about Dorothy.
"You're feeling better?" He was almost surprised to hear hla own voice

put the query.

"1—1 think so. Ow, my head! 1 eay,
what'f
you chap, whoever you are,
happened? I want to get up." The
a fellow,
boy added peevishly. "Help
can't you?"
"You've had a nasty fall." Kirkwood
observed evenly, passing an arm beneath the boy's shoulder and helping
him to a sitting position. "Do you remember Y"
The other snuffled childlehly and

of

furniture

had

been

moved

metal.

Eventually—It

not really longquick rush of Mrs.

was

there came the
Hallam's feet along the upper hall,
and the woman reappeared, one hand
holding her skirts clear of her pretty
feet as she descended In a rush that
caused the candle's flame to flicker

perilously.
Halfway down "Mr. Kirkwood!" she

called tempestuously.
"Didnt you find It Γ be countered

Mandly.

"Have you hurt i/oumclf, dear?"
force of (be intruders ami une
more of LU foot |>ut out the light;
then—perhaps—lie might be ubie lo
the

rush them.

Below a brief pause bad followed
the noise of the door, as If those entering were standing. Irresolute, undecided which way to turu, but abruptly
enough the glimmer of cnndlelight
Kirk wood
must have been noticed

heard η hushed exclamation, η quick
clatter of heels on the parquetry,
pattering feet on the stairs, all but
drowned by swlsb and ripple of silken
skirts, and α woman stood at the head
of the flight—to the American an apparition profoundly amazing as she
paused, the light from the floor casting odd, theatric shadows beneath her
eyes and over her brows, edging her
eyes themselves with brilliant light beneath their durk lashes, showing her
Hps straight and drawn and shimmering upon the spangles of an evuniug
gown, visible beneath the dark cloak
which had fallen back from her white,
beautiful shoulders.

Λ
"\
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CHAPTER XI.
RS· HALLAM·'" "led Kirk-

wootl beneath his breath,
The woman Iguored his
A
existence. Moving swiftly
forward, she dropped on both knees by
the side of the boy and caught up one
of his hands, clasping It passionately
In her own.
"Fred!" she cried, α curious break Id
her tone.
"My little Freddie! Oh.
what has happened, dearie?"
"Oh. hello, mamma!" grunted that
young man. submitting llstiesslv to
her caresses and betraying no overwhelming surprise at her appearance
S
*

j

tliere. Indeed, he seemed more concerned as to what Klrkwood, an older
man, would be thinking to see him so
endeared and fondled than moved by
any other emotion. Klrkwocd could

his shamefaced, sidelong glances
and despised him properly for them.
But without attending to his re
sponse Mrs. Ilallam rattled on lu the
"1
accents of excitement.
uneven
waited until I couldn't wait any long
I had to know, had
rr. Freddie, dear
Eccles came home about U
to come.
and said that you had told him to wait
fiutslde. that some one had followed
you In here and that α bobby had told
him to move on. I didn't know what""What's o'clock now?" her son liuer
see

rupted.

"It's about 3, I think. Have you hurt
yourself, dear? Oh, why didn't you

tome

You must have known I

home?

was

a

chap

so, mamma.

I

brought

Eccles

along and told him to wait, because—
well, because I didn't feel bo much like
Sot up.
"I shuttln' myself up In this beaatly old
"Sol" he commented ruefully.
all tomb. So I left the door ajar and told
guess I am an ass. all right taking
that trouble for you. my friend. If bim not to let anybody come In. Then
I've got a grain of sense left, this Is I came upstairs. There must 're been
ed.

of his eyebrows.
"
This gentleman' is my eon, Fred
erlck Hallam. But you will explaln""l'ardon me, Mrs. Ilallam; I shall
explain nothing at present Permit
me to point out that your position bore
—like mine—Is, to say the least, anom
alous."
The random stroke told, a*
he could tell by the Instant contraction
of her eyes of a cat "It would be best
to defer explanations till a more con
renient time, don't you think? Then
If you like, we can chant confidences
Just now
In an antiphonal chorus.
your—er—son la not enjoying himself
apparently, and the attention of the
police had best not be called to this
house too often In one night."
His levity seemed to displease and
perturb the woman. She turned from
him. with an Impatient movement of
her shoulders.
"Freddie, dear, do you feel able to
walk?"
"Eh? Oh. 1 dare say—I don't know
Wonder would your friend—ah—Mr
Kirkwood, lend me nn arm?"
Kirkwood
declared
"Charmed."
suavely. "If you'll take the candle. Mrs
Hallam."
"One moment," she interposed lr
confusion. "I won't keep you wait
lug" And. passing, with an averted
face, she ran quickly upstairs to tht
second floor, taking the light with her
Its glow faded from the walls above
and Kirkwood surmised that she had
Fot
entered ttie front bedchamber.
some moments he could hear her moving about. Once something scraped
and bumped on the floor, as If a heavy

Again there was a resounding thud
that defied speculation, aud this wus
presently followed by a dull clang of

dying of anxiety!"
"Oli, I say! Can't you see I'm hurt?
Had a nasty fall and must 're been
Toward the conclusion of his atten- asleep ever since."
"My precious one! How"—
tions the sufferer liegan to show signs
He etlrred
"Can't say, hardly. I eay, don't paw
of returning animation.
restlessly, whimpered

"I didn't expect you to," returned
Kirk wood. "No more do I. But, anyway. It must be clear to you that I Te
done my best for thia gentleman bore.'
He paused, with an Interrogative lift

somebody already In the bouse. I
know I thought there was. It made
me feel creepy rather. At any rate, I
heard voices down below, and the door
banged, and somebody began hammerIn' like fun on the knocker."
The boy paused, rolling an embarrassed eye up at the stranger.
"Yes. yes. dear!" Mrs. Hallam urged

him on.

"Why, I—I made up my mind to cut
my stick—let whoever It was pass me
on the stairs, you know. Rut he followed me and struck me, and then I
Jumped at him, and we both fell down
the whole flight. And that'· all. Besided, my head's achln' like everything."

"But this mau"—
Mrs. Hallam locked up at Klrkwood,
who bowed silently, struggling to bide
both his amusemeut and perplexity,
"You. Mr. Klrkwood!"
Again he bowed, grinning awry.
"You will be
She rose suddenly.
good enough to explain your pretence
here," she Informed him, with dangerous

serenity.

"To be frank with you"—
"I adrlse that course, Mr. Kirk
wood."
"Thanks, awfly. I came here half
an hour ago looking for a lost purse,
full—well, not quite full of sovereigns.
It was my purse, by the way."
Suspicion glinted like foxfire In the
cold green eyes beneath her puckered
"I do not understand," she
brows.

•aid

slowly

and In level toqj§.

She stopped Jerkily at the bottom,
and after a moment of confusion "Find
what, sir?" she asked.
you sought, Mre. Hallam."
Smiling, he bore unflinching the prolonged Inspection of her eyes, at once
tomber with doubt of him and flashing
with Indignation because of his impudence.

"You knew 1 wouldn't find It, then,
flldn't you?"
have
"I
you
suspected
may
wouldn't."
Now he was sure that she had been
searching for the gladstone hag. That
evidently was the bone of contention
Calendar had sent his daughter for It.
Mrs. Hallam her son. Dorothy hail
been successful.
But, on the other
hand. Calendar and Mrs. Hallam were
allies. Why, then

unquestionably

"Where is It. Mr. Kirkwood?"
"Madam, have you the right to
know?"
Through another lengthening pause
while tbey faced each other he marked again the curious contraction of her

underllp.

"I have the right." she declared
steadily. "Where Is It?"

"How can I be sure?"
"Then you don't know!"
"Indeed," he Interrupted. "I would
be glad to feel that I ought to tell you
what I know."
r» uni

y UU

tt against me. I'm only trying to do
my duty""And safeguard our property. You
arc perfectly Justified, officer."
"Thank you, ma'am. And would you
mind giving me your cards, please, all

of you?"

"Certainly not." Without hesitation
the woman took η little hand bag from
the sent of the carriage and produced
Tier son likewise found his
il card.
case and h:inded the officer an oblong
slip.

"I've no cards with me," the Amerltold the policeman. "My name,
however. M Philip Kirkwood, and I'm
staying at .'he Plexs.*·
"Very good, sir: thank you." The
'in:· ι ··!.· !;.ή1 the Information In bis
Ittle book. "Thank you, ma'um, and
Xir Hullam. sir.
Sorry to have decun

tained you. Good morning."
Kirk wood helped y« ung Ha lia m Into
(he carnage, gave Mrs. ilallaui his
hand and followed her. The man Eccles shut the door, mounting the box
beside the driver.
Immediately they
were in motion.

[to

bk

contixvhd.]

THE DRILL SERGEANT.
An Outdoor Game For Boy· That Will
Make Much Merriment.
The players arrange themselves in a
line and, having selected one of their
number to act as the drill sergeant,
proceed to carry out his Instructions
and to show themselves to the best of
their ability (o be a well drilled squad.
The sergeant's Instructions are simple
hi the extreme, but It is frequently
found they are difficult of execution.
1'hey never vary and are comprised in
the double order of "Do as 1 do" and
"Don't laugh." It will be readily understood that what is only strange If
performed by one boy standing by himself becomes highly ridiculous and
absurd when done in time by a row
of, say. ten or twenty, and the result
Is. as may be expected, that the «er•^eant sets such feats to be performed

will sopn provoke a titter, it not h
ioud guffaw, from some member or
members of the squad under his orders. The memlter laughing is set out.
and as soon as hall the squad is so disposed of (he remainder Jump upon
their backs, having earned the right
by a greater command over their risible nerves to a ride pickaback fashas

lou

round

the

playground,

the

ser

peant. armed with a knotted handkerthlef, urging on the unwilling steed.

It should be understood that the drill
may set no feat that Involves
moving away from the position he Urst
ι or pea lit

rook up.

The Hearts of Sam Houston.
In the "Memoirs of a Senate Pape"
Christian K. Eckloff recalls the years
Just prior to the outbreak of the civil

war, when Sumner. Wade. Douglas.
Hamlin. Houston, John P. Hale, Breckinridge, Thomas and Jefferson Davis
were debating the great questions upon
which the north and south were at
variance. They were an Imposing body
of men, mostly clad in black broad-

cloth and wearing high silk hats.
But there was one senator who refused to be dignified—8enator Houston of Texas. "Day after day." says
Mr. Eckloff, "during spare moments
he sat there In his seat carving hearts
out of soft pine wood.
They were
pieces "bout the size of the hand.
When he hail completed one of these
works of art he would summon a page
and. pointing toward some fair spectator in the gallery, would say, 'Give
this to that lady up there with Gen-

eral Sam Houston's compliments.'"
Mr. Eckloff remembers Houston as
one of the gentlest and kindest of men.

nuun

The exclamation, low spoken, more
nn echo of her thoughts than Intended
for KIrkwood. was accompanied by a
little shake of the woman's head, mute
evidence to the fact that she was bewildered by his finesse. And thl.s dethe young man beyond measure, making him feel himself master
of a difficult sltuatiou.
The woman would have led again,
but young Ilallam cut In none too

lighted

Sock and Buskin.
In the early ages theatrical performers disguised their faces with wiue Ices
or a rude pigment.
Aeschylus, the famous tragic poet, introduced masks,
which were of various kinds, expressing every age. country, condition and
constru< ted
were
All
complexion.

with the greatest nicety and precision.
The dressée were also η «in pled to the
characters assumed by the aciers.
What was known as the buskin was
courteously:
"I say, mamma, It's no good stand- a hunting hoot. Those worn by traIn' here palaverln' like a lot of flats. gedians had soles three inches 111 i < ! :.
Besides, I'm awf'ly knocked up. Let's composed of layers of cork, and we:-t·
laced up In front as high as the < :iir
get home and have It out there."
<
Instantly Ills mother softened. "My Sandals were also worn, and many f
these had thick cork soles. The collOor boy! Of course we'll go."
KIrkwood shut ors of the foot coverings were varioin.
ν As they passed out
line for warth«· door, and at the same moment the red being the favorite
little party was brought up standing riors and purple for other character*
shoe bearing t'u*
by a grufT and authoritative summons: Slaves wore a low
name of sock, which was also the «mi"'Just a minute, please, you there!''
I'tv
"Ahaï" said KIrkwood to himself liary footwear of comedians.
well
the
.And he halted In un- this circumstance arose
I thought so.
and buskin
feigned respect for the burly and Im- known phmse of "sock
wi'h thedrama.
pressive figure, garbed In blue and so generally associated
brass, birring the way to the car
Animals With Pockets.
"law.
Did you ever think what a curious
-Mrs. Ilallam showed less deference
The assumed thing It is that some animals have
for the obstructionist.
Imuteur and impatience of her pose pockets—great, roomy, fur lined vest
were artfully reflected In lier voice as pockets, big enough to carry a family
she rounded upon the bobby with an of little ones about in? Many of tlie
demand. "What Is the mean animals native to Australia and Tas-

indignant
lug of this, officer?"

mania have these convenient pockets,
and so has the possum, a common
animal in our southern states. The
kangaroo is the largest of this species.
Full grown kangaroos go sixteen feet
at a Jump, and so when going on a
the matter with this 'ere gentleman?" long Journey or running from hunters
he added, with a dubious stare at think what a comfort it must be to
young Hallam's bandaged head and Mother Kangaroo to know that her
babies are snug and safe in her pockrumpled clothing.
"Perhaps you don't understand." ad- et!—Exchange.
"Of
mitted Sirs. Ilallam sweetly.
Secret Ink.
course—I see—it's perfectly natural.
The house has l>een shut up for some
A simple expedient when one wishes
to confide his secrets to paper and yet
time and"—
"Thank you. ma'am, that's Just It. keep I hem Is to use ordinary rice waThere was something wrong going on ter instead of Ink. It cannot be s«>en
early In the evening, and I was told when dry. but turns blue when Iodine
If It be desired to
to keep an eye on the premises. It's la applied to it.
duty, ma'am. I've got my report to make perfectly sure of the destruction
of the contents of the letter after it
make."
"The house." said Mrs. Hallam, with iias been read the purpose may lie acthe long suffering patience of one elu- complished by writing It with a «olucidating a perfectly plain proposition Mon of Iodide of starch In water. A
'ew days later the script will have
to a being of a lower order of Intelligence, "is the property of my son. llsappeared.
Arthur Frederick Burgoyne Hallam
So Easy.
of Cornwall. This Is"—
Gavin—There's oue thing I like about
"Beg pardon, ma'am, but I was told
Colonel 6eorge Burgoyne of Corn Jones' shop, you can order your goods
wall"—
through the telephone and after a
"Colonel Burgoyne died some Unit short wait have them delivered. BalI don't like.
><?<»· My son Is his heir. This Is my ley-Tnat is just what
What?
Bailey The short
son.
He came to the house this even- Gavin
what I wants to know,
ma'am." returned the man. unyielding
beneath his respectful attitude. "I'm
obligt-d to ask you to tell me what you
And what's
«ere doing lu that 'ouse.

"Precisely

ing to get some property he desired weight.-New York .Tournai.
and, It seems, tripped on the stairs and
I became worried
fell unconscious.
«boat him and drove over, accom
panted by my friend Mr. KIrkwood."
The policeman looked his troubled

state of mind and wagged a doubtfu1
There was hi*
head over the case.
duty, and there was. opposed to it. the
fact that all three were garbed In tin
livery of the well to do.
At length, turning to the driver. I»
demanded, received and noted In life
memorandum book the license number

of the

equipage.

"It's a very unusual case, ma'am."
"I 'oi»ee you won't 'old
I he apologized.

Don't Mention It.
saved me from being killed by that auto. I owe my
yfe to yon. How shall I ever repay
you? Stouten-Young man. don't let
trifling debts like that worry you!—
New York Life

Sapphedd-You

Sufficient Reason.

Chum-Why don't you

assert your
head of the family and
take matters In your own hands? Head
of the House (mournfully»-My wife
won't let me.-Baltimore American.

authority

as

West Paris.
Remember the sale and chicken pie
©arford
sapper held by the Good Will Society in
afternoon
ISSUED TUESDAYS.
THE DOINQS OF THE WEEK IN ALL Good Will Hail, Wednesday
and evening, Nov. 17th. Sapper and enSECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.
tertainment 25 cents. Entertainment 10
SOUTH PARIS, MAINE, NOV. ltJ, 1909.
oents.
Arrangements bave been made by the
Parle Hill.
I
Senior Y. P. C. U. to hold a poverty
ATWOOD A
FORBES, The ^ndover deer bunting party, con- sociable in Oood Will Hall, Tuesday
Editor· ud Proprietor··
evening, Nov. 23. Prizes will be given
AJfred Μ·
r«
Camming·.Reginald Cummings, Francis to the lady and gentleman famishing
ÛBOSOK M. ATWOOD.
Α. Ε. ΓοϋΒΚβ.
Fri- the best representations.
flattery and Harold Cole, returned
Rev. I. S. Macduff has returned after
day, bringing in Ave deer. Newton CumΓεημβ
$1.30 a year If paid strictly In advance, mlng· got two and Reginald Cumminge. a three weeks' absence, having attended
otherwise $3.00 a year. Single copie* 4 oenie.
an,®ls Md Harold Cole one each. the Universalist general convention in
«Τη.
Α οτκκτι·Ε*Κ5Τβ :
AU legal advertisement»
William Hooper is confined to tbe Detroit, Mich., and visited relatives in
«re given three consectlve Insertions for $l.su
ι house witb rheumatism.
Dayton, Ohio, and Claremont, Ν. H.
per Inch tn length of column. Special contracta
Mrs Snow is improving the grounds She reports a very enjoyable trip.
made with loca:. transient anil yearly attvertlaHouse
ers.
about her houses, the Old Corner
Tuesday evening the monthly business
Job Pkiktiso —New type, fast preMes, electric and Seven Gables, by oleaning out some meeting of the Senior Union was held
power. experlence<l workmen an<l low price· of tbe least valuable tree· and setting a in Good Will Hall.
After the meeting a
combine to make this department of our bus!·
hedge along tbe Lincoln Street social hour was spent by playing flinch.
a.'M complete and popular.
(spruce
[ front of the lot and the line nextl the Home made candy was on sale.
ESTABLISHED 1833.

Seroocrat,

Sue

THE OXFORD BEARS.

NewTon

—

Governor Perham place.
Mr. Abner Mann is suffering from an
inOLE COPIES.
Work has begun on the house pur- injury to his hand, which be received at
Single Copies of the Democrat are four cents chased
by J„dge W. P. Potter on Lin- L. M. Mann <& Son's mill.
each. They will be mailed on recel|>t of price by
A piazza will be built
Mr. Clarence Stoarns is spending hie
'.he publishers or for the convenience of patrons coln Street.
Jingle copte· of each Issue have been plaoed on across the front, a large open-air sleep- vacation in Boston and Mr. H. R. Tuell
■«ale at the following places tu the County
ing room at the rear, and changes made is carrying the mail on bis route.
Shurtleff'* Drug StoreSouth Paris,
inside. C. H. Adams, the builder, takes
Mr. Charles W. Dunham has a valuStore.
Noyes' Drug
Norway,
the work to do, and Charles L. Shaw is able cow very sick at this writing.
Stone's Drug Store.
in direct charge of it.
Λ Ifred Cole. Postmaster.
Mrs. Elva Locke, Mrs. Harold Gerrish
Huckfleld.
Mrs. Harlow. Post OfficeParts BUI,
Henry D. Hammond shipped a pair of and daughter, Elva, were at Lisbon last
Weet Parts,
Samuel T. White.
oxen to Brighton Monday morning which week.
Miss Madge Tuell and Helen Dexter
girth almost a plump seven feet six, and
Event*.
Coming
go attended the recital on Thursday evenare, he thinks, as good a pair as will K
J
out of town this fall.
ing at Mrs. George I. Burnham's, South
Nov. 27-30—Laymen's Missionary Convention.
With a temperature of seventy de- Paris.
Portland.
Pomona
<>xf0rd
did
it
of
Dec. 7— Annual meeting
Mrs. Joseph H. Dunham is having a
grees in the shade last Thursday,
t» range. Sooth Paris.
not seem quite like tbe middle of Novem- severe attack of rheumatism.
Jan 4, 5, β —Exhibition of Western Maine PoulIvan Tuell is working at S. T. White's
try Association, South Parts.
Then will be a supper at Cumminge during L. Y. Lowe's absence.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Ha Ion Friday evening at half past six
Saturday the Grange held their first
entertain- meeting in their handsome new building.
ο clock followed by a brief
We Otter at toi and Interest
ment.
All are cordially invited to be Although not yet completed they hope
Prom Artie to Tropics
Six new memto have it finished aoon.
Th·· Glove Question.
present.
The Beeches closed for the seasou last bers were initiated. An excellent harBlue Stores.
Patrician Shoes.
Boston
to
Dr. Hammond went
week.
vest dinner and supper was served to
Por Aged People.
and Miss Levench will stay at Hotel the public from which thirty-five dollars
For Stomach Agonv.
a
for
few
at
South
Paris
Hvomet.
Andrews
days was realized.
Wanted.
before accompanying her.
Glasses.
Greenwood.
new
her
to
Lunt
Mrs.
occupy
expects
Comfort Shoes for Women.
home the present week.
Among the
the past week nearly a dozen
During
Maine News Notes.
improvements to the place the past callers and visitors have been here to
week is a double stone wall in place of assist in breaking the monotony of life,
N'evin Dewar, 70 years old, of Calais,
8,*pariltin* the ,ield from the but what is the use in giving all their
after haviug been ordered committed to
names, or any of them? They have all
Mr®·
F-Ripley and Mr. and been here before and hope they will
the insane asylum, committed suicide by
Mrs Hiram R. Hubbard went to Lewis- come again.
taking Parie green.
ton last week, making the trip in Mr
Rather an interesting incident ocDeacon John B. Dow of Castle Hill
Ripley s automobile.
curred when Dannie Bryant went out
was killed Tuesday
by being crushed
Misa Lilla Farrar, Miss Eula Millett of partridge hunting, armed only with bird
under a rock which he was endeavoring South 1 ans and Miss Lula Emmons of
shot, not expecting to encounter big
to sink below the surface.
SpeDt Sunday wikh Mie» Annie game, but after traveling some threeW hile suffering from temporary menquarters of a mile he came across a fine
Miss Elizabeth Fowler of Searsmont, two-year-old doe, and as the prize was
tal derangement caused by lone continued ill health. AIvin Β. Jordan, a who ban been visiting her^sister, Miss worth trying for, fired and killed her on
*' returned to her >>ume Sat- the spot. Then, finding himself minus
widely known and respected resident of
a jackknife to draw the blood, and a*
Portland, committed suicide Saturday urday
the animal was too heavy to take along
by shooting with a revolver. He was 74
Weet Sumner.
with him, the only alternative was to go
years of age.
cold
has
had
a
bad
G.
P.
Heath
Mrs.
back home and get one.
Charles Dubav, aged 45, of Bradley a which has left her in a weakened conSuch is luck; last year he hunted at insaw mill employe, fell down a Hight of
Com- tervals
^ *ΓΗ!θίί 8he
during the open season but failstairs in the St. James Hotel at Bangor
Hor ed in
table and, seems to be gaining.
every effort. That is the fifth one
on
the 7th sustaining injuries from »'.
daughter, Mrs. Timothy Lunt of Buck- killed in town, so far as heard from, one
He
which he died in a few minutes
held, was with her Thursday.
man getting his lawful number.
survived by
was unmarried
is
and
Ralph Merrill of Rumford is visitinir
Ransom Cole has been looking after
relatives in Bradley.
PareDt8' Mr' aDd Mr8, Hira™ bis sheep lately and finds 16 missing,
and thinks the bears have been feasting
Among nominations made last week
Edna Maxim, little daughter of Mrs. on mutton at his expense.
by Governor Fernald is that of John \
reis
a
in
health
as
Η
Β
Maxim,
poor
Jones of Lewiston, civil engineer, as
How many high school scholars are
oougil and measles.
railroad commissioner to succeed Parker
there in this county, who can give the
« u
has
of
who
been
Mabel
Buck
Redding.
name of the star that formed the conSpofford of Bucksport. Mr. Jones was
Mrs-H· F· At wood, has renot a candidate for the position, and was
junction with the moon last Tuesday,
Andrews
home
and
Mrs.
Lena
turned
not consulted by the governor before the
morning?
also of Redding has taken her place
nomination was made.
It is generally thought that Eraetus
a0<l wife returned
is the oldest man in town, but be
Bryant
eocial Wthwiog in Belfast from
Bryant's Pond Thursday where has not received the gold headed cane
the dishes and silver used were ver ν
they have been to visit their daughter, yet. He is in his Both year and John
quaint. The silver was especially in Mrs. Mabel Foster.
Gill is a close second.
teresting, being made by Paul Revere
received a bunch
Now that J. D. R. has contributed one
when be worked in his father's shop. ,t
million dollars toward stamping out the
The hostess· great-grandfather was a
hookworm, look out for a rise on Iterofriend of the Reveres and it was through
entertained bv sene until the
public pays that amount.
θ Thursday afternoon
friendship that Paul Revere made the
Mr. Terhune's recent mention of the
silverware for him.
iiHenry lv
Hard Beecher was the author to battles of
Plattsburg and New Orleans,
srory 0f his Hfe an,i
to my mind what perhaps might
The Indian. Spring woolen mill at
jfrom hie writings were read brought
be called an incidental anecdote which
Madison has been leased for a term of
I be next meeting will be postponed occurred at least 65 years ago.
It will
tive years by the American Woolen Co.
the
Comin« on
be seen that there was a joke in it and
and will be started as soon as
that it all fell on myself.
The mill, which was closed three years
Dr. H. F. At wood went to Lewlston
At that time we had a neighbor, Allen
ago is known as a ten set mill and will
to
his
Merrill
take
Elmer
to
rhursday
Sturtevant by name, who was in the war
employ 200 hands. This is the first time home
a
has
been
there
i
Merrill
oung
of 1812-13, and assisted in the battle ot
the American Woolen Co. has been
patient of Dr. Atwood's for some time
identified with that town.
Plattsburg. He was a good story teller,
son of Adelbert and
nothing suited him better than to
H hen the new reservoir of the Andros°
l'ari8· Purchased a get some boys round him and then tell
»
.v ...
coggin Reservoir Companv at Aziscoos couple
of pigs of Everett Robbinn Satur- the
story of that famous battle, bow the
Falls on the Magallowav River is tinishand putting them in bags placed British outnumbered the Yankees ten to
ed there will have been created a new
in hie wagon aud started forborne
one; but after fighting it out six days
'on? containing 8.000,- When he reached Chas. Hadley's he and
nights they were glad to give up
000.00O cubic feet of water and adding
we,,t ba<*
beat and leave the town.
•>0 per cent to the storage capacity of 'he to
\ot finding the pig he
ΐο Mr Bobbins
Being then a boy just in my teens I
Kangeiey Lake region. Mill* employing gave it up as lost Sunday Alton Hartley came to believe it to be the greatest bat14,><0 men and women are affected.
discovered an object in the water of tle fought and victory gained in any age
pu,Hng il to 8hore of the world, even Waterloo not exceptThere is a peculiar possibility in conκ
nection with the Friel murder c*se at found it to be the pig, dead as a door- ed.
Une evening a neiguoor cauea ai our
Amity. Jack Friel was shot and fatally
Wednesday the W. R Corps held their house and among the topics mentioned
wounded and hie nephew, Charles Friel,
is held charged with murder, and Kllis annual sale at the Universalist vestry over by him and father, were some of
Under a the achievements of General Andrew
Black as accemory. When shot Jack which was well patronized
Frtel was standing just outside a house canopy of the stars and stripes the sales Jackson; including the way he used up
were
Mrs. Heleu the British
arranged.
which is dose to the line between Maine tables
army at New Orleans. Then
and New Brunswick, one of the monu- ''handler presided at the candy and Mrs. thinking the proper time bad arrived to
Mrs
table.
at
the
Ella
Ileald
apron
the
vindicate
ments which mark the line being onlv a
great deeds of my hero, Ί
few feet from the house. It is possible Anna Coles was mistress of the sawdust held forth In language like this: "To
that the man who tired the fatal shot pie which proved very attractive to the be sure, the tight at New Orleans was a
stood on the New Brunswick side of the children and I noticed that the Jack pretty smart one; but it was just noThe where
llorners were not all children.
line at the time. If so he may be an
compared to the battle of Plattsswerable to Canadian law rather than articles were all sold, there being no burg. There the British outnumbered
an entertainleft
overs.
After
dinner
Maine law, and in Canada murder is
the Yankees ten to one, and after fightment was given consisting of recitations
punishable by death.
ing six days and nights wore glad to run
Β
a
L.
and
the
children
reading by
by
for their livee."
ileald. an old veteran. The programme
Obituary
"O, yee; the battle of Platteburg,"
was in charge of Mrs. Elsie Barrows, said father.
"Allen Sturtevant would
of the Corps. Solos were sung make
president
you believe the moon is a big
DAVID W. lu m
by Ralph Merrill of Rnmford, Mrs cheese, and that he had been there and
David Waldo Beitii* passed quietly Charles Barrows and the old veteran, S
eateu a slice of it, if he should tell you
away Nov. 6, 11)09. He was born Oct. C. Ileald, who was encored. A feature so."
and
lived
91
17
years,
19, 1818,
days. of the programme were the trombone
"But don't history tell the same thing
Be was born on Stearns Hill, Paris, aud solos played by Adrian Holmes of Buckabout the battles?" said I.
died in Woodstock. He never married. field. An
was
duet
played by
organ
"No, history don't say any eucb thing
A sister, Mrs. Abby B. Curtis, survives Mona Barrett and Annie Barrows. The
unless Sturtevant wrote it, and that he
him.
He was kind and generous with farce. Two Aunt Emilys, was well playnever knew how to do," said father.
all bis relative* and friends and all un- ed and proved very amusing.
Lastly a
At this point the man looked at me
fortunate oues.
tableau illustrating the song, Everybody and
laughed, as much as to say, "You
Mr. Bemis' father, David Bemis, came Works But Father, sung by Mrs. Vuna
as well acknowledge yourself the
might
about
from Watertown, Mass.,
1796. Barrett, was heartily encored.
The under
dog and quit the subject," which
The mother was Mehetabel Field ami
Corps are well satisfied as a sum beyond
that time I was glad to do.
was born in Paris.
Their children were their expectations was realized. Among by
all born in Paris. David Waldo Bemis those present from out of town were
Hebron.
remembered South Paris when there Mrs. ilattie Curtis, Paris Hill, and Mr. J.
Mrs. Mary Bird of Woodfords is visitÀt A.
were only live or six bouses there.
N'oyes of South Parie.
ins relatives in town.
that time hie father went to the village
Howard Smith and wife of Norway
with
Locke's Mills.
iron
he
went
to buy an
plow, and
were calling on friends here one day rehim. He was then aboutit years old.
James Crooker and Chas. Farnum reThat was South Paris eighty years ago. turned Wednesday from their bunting cently.
Mr. Deckrow of Whitman, Ma··., is
He was a "Forty-niner"—bought a trip, but did not bring a deer.
visiting his niece, Mrs. M. W. Beseey.
Boston
a
vessel
from
on
sailing
passage
Mrs. Heleu Bryant attended the conVivian Bearce has opened a store of
to San Francisco, Cal., which cost 1170
vention of Pvthian Sisters at Hanover
general merchandise and has had a teleThey were 144 days going. The Panama last Thursday.
phone put in on line five, ring thirtyCanal was not in use then, bo they sailed
Addison Bryant of Milton called on four.
around Cape Horn. He came home via friends last week.
Hebron Grange held an all day meetNicaragua, and owing to its unhealtbfulMrs. A. K. Hicks is still very ill. Miss
in? Wednesday.
ness he waa very sick, uearly died there.
Alma Swan is helping care for her.
Mrs. Charles Conant of Buckfield is
There are but very few of the FortyMr. Dana Grant and wife spent last
visiting at W. G. Conant's.
niuers living now.
week in Portlaud.
Dicie and Henry Sturtevant visited
He bought land and settled in MinneMrs. Ida Crooker, Miss Cora Morgan,
their brother Merle at West Buckfield
sota when it was a territory. Sold there Mrs. Leslie Whitman, Mr. and Mrs.
and came to Paris for a few years, and Chas. Bartlett and Mr. Jason Bennett at- Sunday.
Dr. Crane has resigned as paator of
returned again in 1361, stayed a few tended Pomona Grange at West Bethel.
the Baptist church, where he has been
in
his
life
the
rest
of
and
Mrs. George Day died Thursday afterspent
years
for over fifteen years.
Maine, a number of years in South noon after a short illness.
Fannie Hunt is on the sick list.
Paris, the last thirty-three years in
Mr. W. II. Crockett has sold the house
Dr. Parraalee, wife, and two of his
Woodstock.
Herrick
to
Chas.
Leslie
by
occupied
children bave returned from Burlington,
His sister has lived with him since her Whitman
Mr. Herrick is soon to move
Vt.
husbaud, Isaac S. Curtis, died some fif- his family to Gorharo, Ν Η.
The rural schools in town close Nov.
I was with and took
teen years ago.
There was a large attendance at the 12 for a two weeks' vacation.
c«re of him all through his last sickness.
prayer meeting Sunday evening.
His remains were placed in the Bemis
East Sumner.
Denmark.
lot in Riverside Cemetery, South Paris,
Some of our young sportsmen are at
Me. His nephew and namesake,
Miss Ida (venison received the Ue- Heald'e
camps near Oquossuc on a huntDavid B. Wooubcrt.
bekah degree, L U. O. F., in Silver
ing trip. Others will follow later.
after
which
No.
11*,
Thurday,
Lodge,
DR J W. ST Γ ART.
People are busy getting ready for
cake and coffee was served in the ban"Cook and Peary" weather, but the poles
Dr. James W. Stuart died at his home
ball.
quet
they are after are mostly bean poles.
at Rumford Corner Wednesday night,
The church circle gave a harvest supReally, the "pole" controversy is getting
Nov. 10, after an illness of a few days.
in Grange Hall Wednesday evening,
per
Better discuss Maine sweet corn
stale.
Dr. Stuart had been in Rumford for over which was a success in every feature.
and
apples. Give us something practithirty years, had a large practice, and
Mrs. C. K. Belcher, who broke her leg cal.
was one of the best knowu men in that
last week, is gaining slowly.
Now is the time to subscribe for papart of the county. In the town he had
Mr. Harold Perkins has put up his
pers and magazines for winter reading,
served on the school committee and the auto for the winter.
but do not forget your local home paper.
board of healtb. He was a past master
Mrs. Julia Shorey is nursing in Harri- Cultivate a taste for
good reading in the
of Blazing Star Lodge of Masons, and son at the house of Mr. A. C. Davis.
Nothing
pays better.
family.
much interested in Masonry.
Mrs. A. H. Jones is visiting friends in
Dr. Stuart was 65 years of age. He Boston, Lowell, Lawrence and SomerAlbany.
leave· a widow, a daughter, Mrs. John ville, Maes.
Herman Mason of Bethel sawed F. G.
Martin of Rumford Point, and a son,
The fall terras of schools finished Fri- Sloan's wood with hie
gasoline engine
Delisle, commonly known as Ned Stuart, day, the 12th, fur a vacation of two
last week.)
of Andover.
weeks.
M re. Alma Judkins visited her cousin,
Mr. Dean Abbott is visiting at the Estella
Blown up by Dynamite.
Bean, the 10th.
home of Mr. D. S. Perkin*.
There was a good attendance at the
dance given by the Grangers, the 13th.
North Stonehara.
TIIRKE MEN IHJC.IED BY ACCIDENTAL
Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Conner visited his
Mr. and Mrs. Lyman Hilton visited
EXPLOSION AT HEBRON.
Mrs. Charles Valentine, of Gilead,
slater,
friends in East Hartford Thursday and
recently.
While working on the extension of the Friday.
Mrs. P. N. Flint has returned from the
of Stoaeham
LeForest McAllister
Hebron water work· to the Maine Sanawhere she has been for treathospital
a
few
McKeen
B.
days ment.
torium, on Thursday, three men were worked for Η.
week.
injured by an explosion of dynamite. A last
Mrs. Herbert Adams and son Roger
workman was warming the dynamite,
Norway Lake.
two weeks1 visit to
when it was accidentally exploded, it is have returned from a
C. A. Stephens is in Boston for a few
Mrs.
James
and
Mr.
on
her
boiler
the
parents,
falling
said by sparks from
days.
Frost, of Norway.
the paper covering of the cartridges.
Mrs. C. F. Whitney baa been very sick
J.
C.
workand
one
Sawyer has been feeling quite
Superintendent Corey
the past week but seems to have imman were bruised and cut and shaken poorly lately.
One
Linwood Sawyer has gone to his home proved considerably at this time.
op, bat not seriously injured.
Birney Pottle of Lynn, Mass., has
workman, Leonard Saunders, a man in Lovell.
True Λ Walker have bought the lot been here for a few days, oalled here by
about 60 years of age, was badly burned
hi· mother, Mr·.
MoKeen and will clear the sickness of
about the limbs. He waa taken as quick- owned by Salmon
this winter. Η. B. McKeen has taken Whitney.
ly as possible to the hospital at Lewis- it
Mrs. Aldana Bartlett is expected home
and hard wood to cut, haul
ton. His condition Is said not to b· the birch
from the hospital very soon.
aaw the birch loto atrip·.
and
comfortable.
be
is
and
fairly
critical,
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Bethel.
Lftat Sunday Mlu Adam* began a
leriea of revival meeting· at the M. E.
B
jhorch, which have eontlnaed daring
the week.
Mra.
of
fanerai
Monday afternoon the
iaaiah Cobaro was held at the home on
Paradise Street.
Tueaday the W. C. T. U. met with the
to make comfort bagi for the

preaident

3amp*.
▲ new piano baa been pnrohaaed for
:he Holden Dormitory and waa pat in
i>y Creeeey of Portland.
The Lad lea' Club will hold the annual
Clhrietmaa sale and chicken pie aapper

Dec. 9th.

Mra. Howe of Waltbam, Mass., has
i>een staying with her annt, Mra. Straw,
but will return to her home Monday.
Mr. Phllbrook and Mr. Setb Walker
bave juet been having electric lights put
in their reeidencea, aleo Dr. J. G. Gehrig's residences have been lighted.
Mr. Ceylon Rowe was obliged to nniergo another operation last Saturday,
bat reporta are encouraging.
Mr. and Mra. Adelmar Edwards of
Port Fairfield are guests of Mr. and Mrs.
F. L. Edwards.
Robert Biabee has not returned from
the hospital, but is reported as gaining.
The Grange served supper Friday even-

and gay, but all bore more
ly on the work of the Pomologioal Society. Five-minnte ipeeches—and most
of tbem kept within the time limit—
were made by Hon. J. A. Roberts of
Norway, Dr. G. M. Twitchell of the
Maine Parmer, Superintendent of Schools
L. M. Felch of Norway, Arthur E.
Forbes of the Democrat, W. J. Ricker of
Turner, secretary of the socli'ty, President George E. Fellows of the University of Maine, Frank P. Towne, master of Norway Grrnge, Wilfred Wheeler
of Concord, Mass., secretary of tbe New
England Fruit Show, Hon. A. S. Kimball of Norway, Rev. B. S. Rideout of
Norway, Christopher M. Gallup of the
Maine Farmer, Professor Morse of the
Maine Experiment Station, Dr. John W.
Bowers of Portland, Mr. Wright of the
Rural New Yorker, George R. nowo of
Norway, Dr. Merrill, milk inspector in
Auburn, and Cashier H. D. Smith of the
Norway National Bank.

Tbe election of officers occupied
ing, which was followed by a sociable.
first hour of the session of Thursday
The W. R. C. held their annual Red,
while the members held conWhite and Blue Fair and supper Satur- morning,
sultations with one another, and the hall
day afternoon and evening.
had a real sort of town meeting air. A
ballot was taken in most cases, and twice
Buckfield.
a second ballot was necessary because of
Miss Clara Withington returned home
for a few of the offifrom a two weeks' visit in Bos- no choice, though

Monday

ton.
Miss Mollie Cole is visiting her annt.
Mrs. Anna Buck, at Hebron.
The High Street sewer was completed
Wednesday, and most of the branch
pipes are in.
Mrs. C. C. Wltbington was called to
Saturday by the death of her

Bridgton

The funeral was held Sunday.
Mrs. Elizabeth Waldron has gone into

father.

winter quarters.
The Uncle Dudley Co. played to a
good house Wednesday night.
The high school scholars are planning
for a lyceum to be held some time next

the

ballot was cast by vote.
follows:
President—Dr. G. M. Twitchell, Auburn.
Vioe-Presldcnt—H. L. Keyeer, Greene, G. L.
Palmer, South lilvermore.
Secretary—K. L. White. Bowdolnham.
Treasurer—E. L. Lincoln, Wayne.

cers a

single

The officers

are as

Member of Executive Committee for three
years, to succeed Châtie* E. Wheeler of Chesterville— E. F. ditchings, Watervlllc.
Member of Experiment Station Council—C. β.
Pope, Manchester.

At 11 o'clock Thursday young people's

hour

began,

and there marched into the

hall several hundred of the Norway
school children, including those from
the sixth grade up to the high school,

their teachers and the

accompanied by
month.
filled
of schools.
The brush shop company have wired superintendent floor of theThey and
hall,
the seate on the
their plant and will install electric lights
the former

the front seats in the gallery,
audience vacating their quarters and
taking tbe back gallery seats.
Tbe address of this hour was given by
George R. Howe of Norway, who has acquired a wide reputation by reason of
tbe work he has done in nature study
and the encouragement and aid he has
given young people in the same pursuit.
Mr. Howe said that be was selected for
this address not because he was a raiser
of fruit, but because he was supposed to
know something of the environment in
which fruit may prosper—the great outdoors. His address, while it may in its
wording have shot over the heads of his
youngest auditors occasionally, was a
clear and forcible presentation of the
many advantages attaching to a life outdoors—a life out-doors in Maine.
Mr. Howe extended to the boys and
girls an invitation to stay on the farm
after they have finished with school, because it is best for them, keeping them
Weet Bethel.
in the out-door environment. He show"The old roan site la the chimney β 'at,
how mnch environ"1β
'Ρ0*® on 'he gooee-bone he's counting; ed by illustrations
* *.ηί!
·η·Ίββ as be feels the welcoming heat.
ment has to do with development and
5.Γο what
are hie thoughts amounting?
progress, and (hat the environment of
He save that the winter'» be fearfully cold·
the temperate zones, where there is such
Or, with the warm weather'l! be rich—
foretold—
the
For, so, It le on
goose bone,
a wealth and variety of resources, is the
But, really we cannot tell which."
most favorable to development. Taking
he cited numerous illustra"1β 'ϋΓ'ίβ^β gobble, gobble, up Maine,
^>Γβ
tions showing Maine's heaithfuiness and
dream their end Is near;
her leadership in many lines, and closed
*pr
throuK»' the mud wob
by repeating the invitation of his openole, wobble, wobble,
And have «β little fear,
ing, that the boys and girls should stay
That Thanksgiving's almost here."
on the farm, in Maine.
The almanac-makers will give us five
Professor Gardner was called upon,
wieks more of autumn.
and told the young people briefly that
William Meserve and wife have moved tbere are just as big men on the farms as
to Shelburne, Ν. H.
anywhere, and just as good a chance to
Pleasant Valley Grange is growing, acquire fame and satisfy ambition.
well
attended.
are
and the meetings
G. D. Morrill shot a small deer last
woek quite near his home.
An address by Wilfred Wheeler of ConThe Ladies' Aid Society of this village cord, Mass., on "Grapes and Small
is in a flourishing condition, and has Fruits," was divided between the foreMr.
and
afternoon sessions.
noon
fortnightly meetings.
Mrs. Eva Fox of Betbel Hill, after a Wheeler is a successful raiser of small
in
the
fruits. Because of the short season he
ong vacation, is again working
whitten A Dennison post card house.
does not advocate grapes as a commercial
Allan McLeod, Mrs. Luclnda E. Bean crop in Maine, but thinks each farmer
and her sister, Miss Cora J. Mason, have may raise enough for his own use. His
left •'Birchmont" to spend the winter in address was illustrated with lantern
or near Portland.
slides, made on his own small fruit farm,
William Lunn has returned from Bid- and showing particularly his work with
(leford, and once more has employment strawberries, gooeeberriee, and asparain the Whitten A Dennison post card gus.
house.
0. A. Johannsen of the Maine ExperiE. R. Briggs and sons have lost theii ment Station read a paper on "Insects,"
that
four pet cats, with indications
they giving detailed descriptions of a number
died of poison. They may have caught like the curculio, the codling moth, and
the railroad worm, which attack the
and eaten poisoned rats or mice.
Mr. and Mrs. E. S. Swift have recently fruit, and a number of the leaf-eating inmoved here from Farmingion, and oc- sects. The general precautions to be
cupy the house of Fred Wiggett, who taken in guarding against them be s«-t
has moved to Bethel Hill. Mr. Swift is forth as clean cultivation, spraying with
foreman in the printing rooms of Whit- arsenical poison and
Bordeaux, and
ten A Dennison, and well understands keeping the trees pruned, all the dead
the business in all its branches.
wood cut out, and the old useless trees
cut down and burned.
iNortn Ktris.
Dr. Lewis of the Experiment Station
The teacher and scholars in the Tuell followed with a paper on the study of
District cave an entertainmeut and box apple diseases at the Experiment Station.
Fol- He spoke particularly of the forms of
sapper Saturday evening, Nov. 0.
lowing is the programme:
fungi which have been studied, which
cause diseases of the wood of the tree
Singing by School-"Tbose Evening BelU."
Recitation—Gueule and His Stecre,"
and the fruit. The main thing to keep
Roger Lappln. in mind, he
said, is to destroy the dead
Taiwan—Innocence.
wood. Fungi breed on dead wood, and
Music—U raphophone.
Tali'eau—The Rising Sun.
the spores are transmitted from it to
Recitation—The Lost Chord,..Wllma Llttlehale.
wounds on the healthy wood to develop
Dialogue, Lessons In Cooking,
Three Characters. there. Keep the dead wood cut out, and
Singing bv School—"Let Ue Arl--e."
cut down the old useless trees whioh are
Tableau—Mlsj Vanity.
not worth caring for. Not only cut tbom
M uslc—Granhophone.
Earl Hollls. down, but burn them, so they will not
Recitation—The Meeting,
Tableau— Longfelliw.
contaminate the good trees. Fungi also
Dorl· Field.
Instrumental Solo
cause decay of the fruit. Keep the fallen
Tableau—A Boy'· Trea»ures.
Etta Hollls, fruit picked up, not only that which is
Recitation—My Mother's Twin·
I>ella and May Elwell. two-thirds
Vocal Duet
grown, but the little green
Tableau—Mother's Helper.
apples which fall early in the season.
Music—G raphophone.
For the rest of the afternoon session,
School.
R0' ting Song,
Tableau—Uncle Sam and Miss Columbia.
E. Cyrus Miller of Haydenville, Mass.,
M uelc—G raphophone.
succeeded in making himself beard over
Tableau—The Blind Girl.
Laura Nevers, quite a part of the ball above the sound
Annie Laurie
M uslc—U raphophone.
of the tramping of feet of people looking
Tableau—G rand m a.
at the show of fruit, and the clatter of
Mutlc—G raphophone.
School. social and business conferences going on
Good· Bye Song,
Mr.
Mias Ora E. Field visited Mies E!va at the rear and sides of the hall.
Hazelton of Weet Sumner a few days Miller had spent the previous day afield
with R. L Camming", and he announced
recently.
Carl E. Peterson has had a new chim- that it had almost converted him in'o a
Ben Davis man.
Ho told his hearers
ney built in hie main house.
Mr. and Mrs. Β. K. Dow visited at that they do net comprehend the wealth
which it is possible to get from these
America Andrews' Nov. 9
The Ladies' Aid of the M. E. church hillsides. His talk was on starting a
are to bave a
fair and supper Friday young orchard, and he went fully over
afternoon and evening, Nov. 12. They the details of the work, in which be has
will give a short entertainment in the proved himself qualified. Varions quesevening. They have a farce entitled, tions regarding features of the work
the audience and
were asked from
"My Jeremiah." Cast of characters:
answered by him.
Jeremiah Slacker, a henpecked husband,
Α. D. Andrews.
Ora E. Field.
Matilda Slacker, his wife,
Mary McUonougb, a boarding house keeper,
At the closing session Thursday evenSadie Silver.
Cicero Whlttaker, a colored boy, Charles Chllds. ing President Craig called upon D. H.
Thomas Tubb, a boarder and loafer, Ε. E. Field. Knowlton of Farmington, formerly for
AH are cordially invited to come and some time secretary of the society. Mr.
have a good time.
Knowlton referred to the great possibilities in New England agriculture, deLovell.
precated the lack of heed given to the
A supper and dance were given at Pine good instructions we get at these meetGrove Hail Friday evening by the ings and from authorities elsewhere, and
Woman's
Library Club. Music by had a good word to say for the new
Packard's Orchestra of Waterford. It officers.
waa a very eoj ijable evening.
Capt. Ε. E. Philbrook, who is in
Mrs. Lottie Decrow of Boston is visit- charge of the gypsy moth work in Maine,
ing at the home of her father, John E. gave an account of the work done to
combat the pest, and showed a number
Emery.
We saw at the barn of Geo. W. Walker of good lantern slides illustrating the
work. He was not asked, nor did he
a pretty pair of twin calves.
Β. E. Brown has returned from Aroos- say, whether he regarded the fight as a
took Co. but failed to bring a moose gaining or a losing onp, except that he
did state that in bis opinion the infestanrbich was what he wanted.
Mr. Pendexter, for tho Deering Lum- tion at Togus, the only one so far found
ber Co., is buying considerable timber oatside of Tork County, has been enIn this vicinity.
tirely cleaned np.
A. E. Morse of South Paris was called
L. L. Stearns and wife at the Center
have moved from their summer home to the front and read Holman Day's
into the house of George F. Evans for "The Stock in the Tie-up." Then be
the winter, and Mr. Evans will board bad to como back with two other selections.
with them.
The last speaker was R. L. Cummings
A. A. Stearns haa taken a job of logging of Hobaon Λ True in Fryeburg and of West Paris, who had been referred to
BrownSeld, and hu begun work parad- frequently during the meetings aa "the
ing the timber with oxen. Later he will Ben Davis man." Mr. .Cummings liaa
showed hia faith in the fruit business by
send down six horses.
Very few deer have been shot in this ohanging from an apple buyer to an
to
far.
apple raiser, and going into the business
vicinity
on quite an extensive scale. He contendWest Lovell.
ed that the great reason why the fruit
Mrs. Oris LeBaron has been visited by growers of Maine did not rise to their
her cousin, Lottie Leavltt, of Fryebnrg, full opportunities was lack of capital.
He said that for some years be bad been
and a cousin from Massachusetts.
Mrs. Norrene Brackett of Sweden is seeking a substitute for cultivation in
the
orchard, but had not found it, and
risiting her uncle, Q. C. Lord, with her
little daughter.
gave comparative figures from his own
Z. McAllister has bad the north side orchard showing ita value. In closing,
he had a good word for the Ben Davla,
)f hia barn shingled.
Seth Hutchins was in the place buying of which he ia a large producer, and by
the way, be had some on exhibition
f ir the past week.
which were such large, handsome
speciPond.
mens that it waa difficult to believe
Bryant's
la
Ben
Davia.
It
them
will
sell
a lot of
poor policy, aaid
Mrs. Abby B. Curtis
household goods at auction at the David Mr. Cummings, for us to run down the
next Thursday, Nov. 18, «I Ben Davla when it ia on· of the beat proBern is
at once.
Xahum Moore of Rumford was in
town Wednesday.
Mrs. T. H. Lunt has been in West
Sumner this week on account of the illness of her mother, Mrs. G. W. Heath.
Mr. and Mrs. Blair of Portland were
with Mrs. Blair's parents, Mr. and Mrs.
A. S. Holland, a few days recently.
Frank Chase is reported to be serious
ly ill.
Harry Holmes has movod from the
rent over C. S. Childs' store to J. E.
Moore's house.
The Maine Fruit Product Co. have installed a new boiler this week.
News of the death of Miss Alice Chase
in New Jersey has been received here.
The remains will be brought hore for
burial next week. Miss Chase was the
daughter of the late Rev. S. L. B. Chase,
who was a prominent Baptist pastor.

g'obfile'4^01"
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place,

Rubbers 1

Rubbers !

Rubbers !

I
YOUNG GIRLS ARE VICTIM8.
The Maine State Pomological Society. < nantltles, the beat keeping apple
floda a ready safe In of headache, μ well m older women, bat I
and
:dowd,
alwaja
from
8.)
pige
(Contlnaed
J
1 he market.
all get quick relief and prompt cure '
whloh be always doe·, end Miss Cutte
from Dr. King'· New Life Pill·, the
THE PREMIUMS.
read very acceptably "The One-legged
world's best remedy for sick and nerGoose."
It is time now to purchase your Rubbers and be ready
Profeaaor Gardner judged the apple vous headaches. They make pure blood,
varioui
the
Remarks by
speaker· ( ixhibitfi, and had to work through and
nerves and build up your λ
strong
first snow which is sure to come soon. We have a
the
or
of
covered qaite a range
topios, grave ] eceia time and the banquet hoar to do health.
Try them. 26c. at P. A. Shurtor lees direct-

ducing varieties

we

have, grown in large

t.

The full award of

ollowa:

premiums

was an

Buahel of apples packed for market,
k. A. Herriek flO, E. L. White8, George
Recommended for bent
V. Staples 6.
>acking, $10 to R. L. Cumminge and 8
Holman.
M.
F.
ο
Dishes of apples: Baldwin, Alonzo
îutler |3, George W. Staples 2, H. J.
îeyser 1. Gravenstein, Ora E. Blossom
13.
Mcintosh, Ε. E. Hardy, #3, E. L.
jincoln 2, Ora Ε Blossom 1. Northern
Ipy. Alonzo Butler 13, E. L White 2,
Element A Taylor 1. R I. Greening, J.
V. True |3, Alonzo Butler 2, P. L.
Vyman 1. Rolfe, George W. Staples $3,
y.
W. Ryerson 2, W. E. Leland 1.
Tompkins King, Benjamin Tucker f3,
Uonzo Butler 2, George W. Staples 1.
fellow Bellflower, E. L. White 13, A.
N. Ellis 2, D. P. True 1.
Alexander, E. Tarr «1, E. A. Lapham
»0c. Arctic, C. F. Needham $1, A. W.
511 is 50c. Ben Davis, R. L Cumminge
Blue Pearmain,
11, P. L. Wyman 50c.
S. L. Lincoln $1, F. A. Perley 50c.
1 Canada
Wa'erman
L.
C.
«1, Ora E.
Red,
[Blossom 50c. Dudley's Winter, E. Tarr
W. Fallawater, E. L. Lincoln $1,
3eorge W. Staples 50c. Fall Harvey, E.
L. White $1, Ε. E. Hardy 50c. Fameuse,
λΙοηζο Butler $1, Ε. Ε. Hardy 50c.
3olden Russet, Benjamin Tucker SI, E.
E. Hardy 50c. Granite Beauty, George
Hubbardston, E. L.
W. Staples fl.
Hurlbut,
White 11, W. A. Brett 50c.
Alonzo Butler SI, W. E. Leland 50c.
Milding, George W. Staples SI, W. E.
Leland 50c. Mother, E. L. White, fl.
Ora E. Blossom 50c.
Nodbead, E. L.
White fl, E. L. Lincoln 50c. Pound
Sweet, Alonzo Butler f 1, J. W. True 50c.
Ribston Pippin, F. Ε Nowell fl, E. A.
Lapham 50c. Rome Beauty, J. W.
True fl.
Roxbury Russet, Alonzo
Butler fl, Clement & Taylor50c. Spitzenburg, C. W. Ryerson fl, Maine Sana,
toriuro 50c. Stark, D. P. True fl, J. AHibbs, 50c. Starke?, F. E. Nowell fl.
Sutton Beauty, J. W. True fl, Ε. E.
Hardy 50c. Tolman Sweet, Alonzo
Twenty
Butler fl, D. P. True 50c.
Ounce, George W. Staples fl, D. P.
True 50c. Wagner, E. L. Lincoln SI, E.
E. nardy 50c. Wealthy. Ε. E. Hardy fl,
Ora E. Blossom 50c.
Winthrop Greening, E. L. Lincoln SI, F. E. Nowell 50c.
Wolf River, George W. Staples 81, A.
York imperial, J. W.
W. Ellis 50c.
Trne SI.
State collection, Ora E. Blossom f 10,
Alonzo Butler 8. George W. Staples β.
Grange exhibit, Norway Grange $">.
Androscoggiu,
County collections:
W. P. Shurtleff |5, Ora E. Blossom 3, D.
P. True 2. Aroostook, E. Tarr f5.
Cumberland, J. W. True f5, S. II.
Dawes 3. Franklin. George W. Staples
Ιδ, Ε. E. Hardy 3. Kennebec, E. A.
Lapbam $5, F A. Perley 3. Knox
Alonzo Butler $5. Lincoln, H. J. A.
f5. Oxford. V. P. DeCostor
$5, F. H. Morse 3, Benj. Tucker 2. Piscataquis, W. E. Leland $5. Sagadahoc,
E. L. White f5, J. H. King 3. Somerset, F. E. Nowell $3, A. W. Ellis 3.
Washington, D. W. Campbell $5. Best
county class, Ε L. White, f5 additional
Pears: General exhibit, S. H. I)awe«,
SI. Beurre D'Aujou. E. L. White, fl,
Alonzo Butler 50 c. Beurre Bose, E. L.
Merchant fl, S. H. Dawes, 50 c. Howell, C. W. Ryerson fl. Lawrence, J. A.
Ilibbs fl, J. I. Bryant, 50 c. Louise
Honm de Jersev, S. H. Dawes 50 c
Seckel, J. B. Bryant SI, J. I Bryant .,0 c
Sheldon, S. fl. Dawes, SI. Lincoln, S.
H. Dawes fl.
Canned fruit: Best exhibition, Mrs.
George Seavey SO, Mrs. E. L. Lincoln 4
Blackberries, Mrs. F. P. Towne SI. Mrs
Blueberries, W. A.
E. L. Lincoln 50 o.
L. Packard 50 c
Delano fl, Mrs. Ε
Cherries, W. P. Shurtleff SI, W. A.
Gooseberries, Mrs. George
Delano 50 c.
Seavey 50 c. Pears, Mrs. George Seavey
SI, Mrs. Ε L Packard 50 c. Plums. A.
A. Derrick SI, Mrs. George S«avey 50 c.
Raspberries, Mrs. George Seavey Si,
Mrs. Κ L. Lincoln 50 c. Strawberries,
Mrs. E. L. Lincoln SI, Mrs. E. L. Packard 50 c.
Tomatoes, Mrs. George Sea
vey fl, W. A. Delano 50 c.
Collection apple jellies, Mrs. George
Seavey f5, Mrs. Thurston 3. Tumbler
apple jelly, Mrs. Thurston SI, Mrs. Ε L.
Packard 50 c. Crab je'ly, Mrs. E. L
Lincoln SI. Mrs. George Seavey 50 c.
Cranberry jelly, Mrs. George Seavey SI.
Currant jelly, A. A. Horrick fl, Mrs.
George Seavey 50 c. Grape jelly, W. A.
Delano fl, Mrs. Thurston 50 c. Rhubarb, maple syrup, grape marmalade,
Mrs. E. L. Packard, 25 c. each. Catsup,
canned
peaches, canned pineapple,
assorted pickles, preserved pears, cannpd
crab apple, Mrs. George Seavey, 25 c.
pach. Strawberry jelly. W. P. Shurtleff,
25 c. Cranberry marmalade, plum jelly.
Mrs. E. L. Packard, 25 c each.
Collection of grapes, S. H. Dawes fl,
Alonzo Butler 50 c. Collection peaches,
S. H. Dawes fl.

Moth«r Gray's Sweet Powder* for Children,
Succeaafu'lv use * by Mother Μπιτ, nurse In the
Children's Home In New York, Cure t- everlahoeea, Ba>l Stomach, Teething Disorders. move
anil regulate the Bowels and Destroy Worms.
Over ΙΟ,υυΟ teetlmonlaie. They never/ail. At alt
ilrugglau, 25c. .Sample KBKfc. Adarosa, Aller.
45 6
S. 01 m ate. I, Le Bo v. Χ. Υ.
«

For

ery large stock of the new Maiden line which are advertised
α this paper by the A. H. Berry Shoe Co. Read their ad. and
1 earn how to get a prize and come and get your Rubbers of
ι ls. We are sure you will be pleased with this new brand of
Every pair is a
f roods. They are perfect in style and fit
χ tew pair, and we are positive that if they are properly fit:ed

Λ

leffiftCo.'s.

hey give satisfaction.

Aged People.

All kind· of Rubber· are a little higher io price than formerly, but
Old Follu Should be Careful in tbelr
if jou bay the Maiden you will get fall value for your money.
liink
*
Medicine.
Selection of Regulative
We have thia new line with leather
1 te have all atyles and can fit you.
With advanced age comes inactive
bowel movement and sluggish liver. I eel or do heel, 8 10-12-14 and 16 inch leg. PI ease do not forget that
Nature is unable to perform her proper , rant footwear you can find what you want and get fitted here.
functions and requires assistance. Otherwise, there is constant suffering from
constipation and its attendant evils. Old
folks should never use physic that is
harsh and irritating.
We have a safe, dependable and altogether ideal remedy that is particularly
adapted to the requirements of aged
peuple and parentis of weak constitution
Telephone 11B-8.
who suffer from constipation or other

when you

Opera House Block, NORWAY, ΜΑΙΝΈ.

bowel disorder.

We

are so

certain that

completely relieve these complaints and give absolute satisfaction in
every particular that we offer them with
our personal guarantee that they shall
cost the user nothing if they fall to subThis remedy is
stantiate! our claims.
it will

called Rexall Orderlies.

Rexall Orderlies are eaten like

F.

A.

RHVnTLKFF

Cool

*

nights

A.

F.

CO.

remind

us

SBCBTXEFF

A

CO.

that the time for

Hot Water Bottles

candy.

They have a soothinz, healing, strengthening, tonic and regulative action upon
the dry mucous lining aud the relaxed
mutcular coat of tho bowel. They produce a natural, successive contraction

is h«
We have

and relaxation of the muscular fibres of
the bowel walls, generating a wavelike
motion which forces their contents onward, and outward; thus simulating
nature in perfect bowel movement. They
tone up and strengthen the nerves and
muRcles and restore the bowels and associate organs to more vigorous and healthy
activity. They may be taken at any
time without inconvenience; do not

just

price,

and

received

a

but

we

give

can

advanced in

recently
goods
bought this shipment at
have

some

you

the old

price

values.

goo.!

extra

re.

stock d:rect from the

new

Rubber

factory.

1,2 and 3 quart bottles, plain or
flannel covered, 75c. to $2.00 each.

cause any griping, nausea, diarrhcua, excessive looseness, flatulence or other disagreeable effect. Try Rexall Orderlies
on our guarantee: 30 tablets 23 cents,
Remember you
and 12 table's 10 cents.
can obtain Rexall Remedies in South
Paris only at our store,—The Rexall
P. A. Shurtleff & Co.
Store.

Every

bottle

guaranteed

to

give

satisfaction

by

F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO.,

South Parle,
F.

Maine.

...

F.

MBUBTLEFF A CO.

A.

A.

SHURTLEFF A CO.

HEW FALL SUITS.
The Latest Creations

S12.50 to $25.00.

Spring Suits

One-half Price

Goods, Muslins, Lawns, Etc. at Clos-

Summer

ing Rrices.

YOUNG

MEN'S

a

rire

special styles

particularly

feature this

selections in suits an.l

strong
in

season

our

overcoats. We

have the smart models, the broad-

Yours

Sincerely,

S. Β. & Z. S. PRINCE,
ABBOTT BLOCK, NORWAY, MAINE.

sl,ouldc»ed athletic shapes, and the
want.
snapp) cut which young fellows

Hart, Schaffner & Marx
are

masters of

others ;

they

extremely

style

in this field

have created for

as

Comfoft Shoes
For Women

in

us some

attractive models for young

men.

We've other styles a little less
FORCED INTO EXILE.
We've got
of
Glen
Oak, Okla., extreme for older men.
Wm. Upchurch
Mountain air,
w»h an exile from borne.
for everybody.
he thought, would cure a frightful lung- the ri^ht things
racking cough that had denied all mid-

Our line of Women's

Cold Weather Shoes
Is

H. B. FOSTER,

We

One Price Clothier,

NORWAY,

Shurtleff & Co. About
Mi-o-na, ii (lives Relief in

Co.

Five Minutes.

O^ears.

Wanted.

Kid

Tip, Rubber Heel,

Juliet,
$1.50.

Men's Felt Shoes with Felt Soles, Rubber Heels; a good shoe for cold

weather, prices, $1.50, $2.00.

Same Shoe Rubber Soles and Rubber

Heels, $2.50.

J.

F. PLIMMER,
31 Market

Square, SOUTH PARIS, ME.
Telephone

Dayton

Ν.

106-3.

Bolster Co.

Our Fall Stock of

Art
Is

perfect fitting,
comfortable and good
wearing shoes, will do
well to try a pair of

Made in all leathers.
ton or lace. Price

few of them:

Tip, Rubber Heel,

Kid

who want

Patrician.

a

Kid Polish, Kid

Joel
Cores catarrh or money back.
breathe it in. Complete outfit, including
inhaler $1. Extra bottles δΟο. Druggist·.

Ladies

only

$2.00.

A.

KILLS HER FOE OF 20 YEARS.
They will tell you that they guarantre
"The most merciless enemy I had for Ml-o-ua to relieve promptly and cure
Duncan
James
Mrs.
20 years," declares
permanently all diseases of the stomach
of Haynesville, Me., "was Dyspepsia. I »nd indirection, or they will return your
suffered intensely after eating or drink- money.
After
Have you gas on stomach?
ing and could scarcely sleep.
One Mi-o-na tablet and the misery in
many remedies bad failed and several
doctors gave me up, I tried Electric Hit- ended.
Are you bilious, dizzy or ncrvou.·*?
ters which cured me completely. Now
Mi-o-na tablets will put you right in a
I can eat snything. I am 70 years old
and am overjoyed to get my health and day; give relief in 10 minute*.
Now, dear reader, don't go ou sufferstrength back again." For Indigestion,
Be fair to
Lose of Appetite, Kidney Trouble, Lame ing with stomach trouble.
Back, Female Complaints, it's unequaled. yourself; throw aside prejudice and try
A
Co.'e.
Mi-o-na. It is a great doctor's prescripOnly 50c. at F. A. Shurtleff
tion. No doctor ever wrote a better one.
term
Indefinite
And money back from' F. A. Shurtleff
Indian Summer la a somewhat
■escribing a brief fall period of line weather «fc Co. if you don't say Mi-o-na is worth
and
others
In
October
which some people place
Sold by leading
its weight in gold.
In November.—Bath Times.
but in South l'aris
Take care that He-Who-Knows does druggists everywhere,
F. A. Shurtleff & Co. 50 crnts a
not bear you say that a day before the by
box. Test sample free from Uooth'e
first of November may be called Indian large
Ν. Y.
Summer. You might as well say to one Mi-o-na, Buffalo,
"Pain*
Mrs Mary Hutchinson says:
>f the "impressionist" school that a
and distress in my stomach and η general
picture which is not impressionistic may stomach complaint was entirely cured
iave art.
for me by the uso of two boxes of Mi-o-na,
no hesitation in recommendFor Deep Meated Cold· and Coughs, Allen's and I have
Î.ung Rslsam cures when all other remedies fall. ing it* use." 508 Pearl Street, Ypsilanti,
Phis old reliable medicine has been sold for over
Mich., December 19, 1008.
25c., 50c. and $100 bottles. All dealers

name

quite Complete.

Cold Proof Felt Boot, Lace, Kid Foxed,
Kid Tip, Double Sole, $1.50, $1.25.

MAINE.

FOR STOMACH AGONY

Hemorrhages, Asthma, Croup, Whooping Cough. 50c. and $1.00. Trial bottle Ask F.
Guaranteed by F. A. Shurtleff &
free.

Λ young man to learn the dry goods business,
tlust be nrat In appearance, encrgetlc, clean In
j labile, not u-lng tobacco In any form. Apply
as to
»v letter, giving at least two references
< hur&rter
Address. "DRY GOODS,"
Care Oxford Democrat,
South Paris, Me.

mrely

Ε. N. SWETT SHOE CO.,

Summons

dles for two years. After six months he
returned, death dogging bin step».
'•Then I began to use Dr. King's New
Discovery," he writes, "and after taking
six bottles I am as well as ever." It
saves thousands yearly from desperate
lung diseases Infallible for Coughs and
Colds, it dispels Hoarseness and .Sore
Bronchitis,
Cures
Throat.
Grippe,

we

Remember
topa, buth

Squares and Rugs

large and

new.

Call and

see

them.

LINOLEUM

Β GROWING IN FAVOR EVERY YEAR. WE
ÏAVE THEM IN PATTERNS SUITABLE FOB
But- DINING ROOMS, SITTING ROOMS, BATH
iOOMS, CHAMBERS AND HALLS.

See Our New Stock.
Sold
,

sA/. O.

only

toy

Frothingham,

outh
rl·.

ή

N.

Dayton Bolster Co.,

Ihe 9xtavâ

f emocrat

Good Cheer meeting Wednesday afte r- The Maine State Pomologlcal Society.

may not b« without (raitat
and flooded at another.

noon.

onetime,

NOBWAÏ.

=The Glove Question=

Horses For Sale.

For Sale.

I offer for «le ray P*lr of horse·. They weigh
All these things require money, and a
about twelve hundred pound· each, wi I work 01
Rev. Hannah J. Powell will condu< it
will
at
the
The
object·,
Opera
drive
pomologlcal meeting
tingle or double: cafe and absolutely fear·
business organization is
services at the jail next Sunday afte r. THREE DAYS' MEETING AT NORWAY, thorough-going
work doable or aiogle and a nice driver; let· of «II object». Will be «old together or »ep
It is Important that there House thla week ha· been the attraction
om
neceuary.
noon.
WITH
A FINE
DISPLAY
FRUH
worked on meat cart tbre· years; also arately. Al«o one pair of work harnee·,
OF
should be at the hesd of the enterprise in town. The hotel· have done an exof
set of two-horse aleds, meat wagon, pair
few
the
cellent
business
AND
days
good
PROFITABLE
SESSIONS.
past
during
A
and
sociable
set
of
tact
school
bee
q
Stoddard's Lecture· has
men of integrity, experience,
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South Paris, Maine,

Corporation

Village

I

4 per cent., tax exempt, coupon bonds.

Paris
at
Company.
payable April and October
In Denominations of &100, $500 and $1,000 each.
Interest

I1

beginning
by consecutive
bonds
optional
making
bonds
the
payable
with number
$100.00
making
bond.
long
larger denomination
direct obligation of the South Paris Village Corporation
These bonds
water system
install
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all
and
issue
of the
proceedings leading
limit
debt
cent,
Wm. L. Bradley of Portland, Maine. This issue is inside the 10 per
shown by the last assessed valuation
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1909 estimated 1700.
$709,170.00/
Assessed Valuation 1909
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Regal and Wilhelmina Corsets,
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Millinery and Fancy Goods.
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in Ten Minutes

Oil Heater

MISS S. M. WHEELER,
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the warmth
cold of the Arctic
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styles.
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$20 to $50.
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DOGS.

$75 the best.
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length
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glowing
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possible question

smoking.

Furgerson
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Ladies' Fur
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Automatic Smokeless Device
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When
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Tropics

STORES.

$20

just

F. H. NOYES CO.

$25.

S. RICHARDS,
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GET RID OF THAT COLD

Don't wait until it develops into Bronchitis or Consumption.
it is fresh. NY hat you need is a good dose of the true

Stop

it

now

The Land of

"L. F." ATWOOiyS BITTERS

By acting on th« bowels they relieve congestive conditions of throat and head, and make and maintain
heali«i7 conditions. Good, too, in smaller doses lor children. Nothing like them to avoid the grippe
ard winter colds that result from neglect.
Get a bottle today from your dealer, 35c.

Free!

Free!

-

Free!

-

Puzzledom.

while

No. 689<—CHaradaa.
L
1 gtv· protection and needed reet
first.
Is
This
my
My second is, quite small at best,
in dancing versed.
Uy third Is never yours, my friend,
Though blessed or cursed.
|!y whole a reputation has.
But 'tis the worst.

n.
On reaching my two my whole appeared
To gain my one and two.
1 said: "Your Interest In this
To some mistake Is due.
In moving a case of two and three
My two and three tripped and fell.
If you think he had taken my two and

three.
You three, that 1 know full welL"
total
left me with saddened mien.
My
My two and three smiled a smile serene.
IIL
My second's an animal knowu to fame
For the highest jump recorded.
Though 1 never have heard that an>
Judge
For the feat a prize awarded.

Anne says for deafness my first's a cure.
For it makes her hear directly.
My last is a river, dark and swift,
If the fable tells correctly.
My whole Is sought in public places.
And much sound hearing It embraces.
Youth's Companion.
—

0
THE

PERSON bringing the largest number
of this entire advertisement to Hobbs'
Variety Store, Noi*way, Saturday, March
5,1910, at 3 P. M., will receive a No. 8-20, King

Kineo

Range, valued at $60.00, FREE.

begin

your friends to
ment for you.

to save

Ask

No. 691.—Concealed Word Squar·.
1. Charles led the cat around by a
string. 2. Did Ella tell the teacher?
entire }. They uiet ou the river bank for the
4. Ou seelug a bear rush
on or last time.
a out of his den the boys took to their
heels.

ANNUAL FALL

GREAT VALUES.
I have

a

is the best

stock of Pianos that have been rented but

large

opportunity

summer

But when we pay the bills we say.
"Oh. for the dear old days of winter!"

No. 693.—Missing Word Puzzle.

the· snot

days.

prices

tWLf «HIWI6 Tilt
Of NEK ùMiïT EflQT
ilk-re Is a
missing word puzzle
wherein you are asked to place some

or words lu the upi>er blank
>pace and the same word or words In
the lower spac-ç so that both sentences
read properly.—Spokane SpokesmanUeview.

South Paris, Me.
Ί

No. 694-—American Cities.
1. Λ light in the sky. 2. Au arcbitectum! rodeut drops. 3. A flowering
weight. 4. Pencil wood tumbles. 5.
0. A modern
A teoiperauce drink.
An autumn
7.
fortitied
building.
8. A detached rock. 9. The
stream.
highest point. 10. A small stone.
No. 695.—A Riddle.

I'm vegetable, mineral, alkaline and acid.
Γ in found on frowning seaside cliffs. In
sunny groves so placid.
t can cause a burn or cure one.
1 eat. and 1 am eaten.
1 make a pleasant drink for you
If you water well aud sweeten.
1 help to
1 help to build your houses.
raise your crops.
I come In lumps and bottles, in powder,
bags and drops.

No. 696.—Decapitations.
Within the barn are stacked ··——·,

And from the root the urchin **——
A stone as he stands near the ·"*·.

Keep
When in want of

anything

MIND!

In

in our line»

WE CAN SAVE YOU MONEY.

give us

a

call.

WE SELL

Doors, Windows, Frames, Builders' Finish, Glass, Putty, Nails,
Builders' Hardware, Sheathing Paper,

Oar paints include Impervious, Heath &

Roofing-The best

of all

try imitations.

roofings.

Oil,

Turpentine,

Brushes.
Filler,
Milligan, and Sherwin-Williams.

THE TIME TESTED KIND.

No. 697.—Word Building.
"One up," said Ken to Margaret on
"Don't
ι he day of the spelling uiatcb.
wo the others beat you. and I will
;lve you a whole to wear."
"Baste the two in the one," advised Aunt Louise, "and wear tbe old
whole with it."
Puzzledom.
No. G79.—Charades: 1. Can. did—can3. Purse,
2. Cur, tall curtail.
did.

Key

to

ear—persevere.
No. GSO.—Tra nsposit ion : Latent, talent.
No. G81.—Riddles: 1. Stalk. 2. BallIsaiah xxli, 18.
No. 082.—Syncopations and Behead2. Sp-a-io.
1. C-rime.
fcigs: Caesar.
I. Wb-e-at. 4. S-pain. 5. Ste-a-m. G.

eve,

Varnishes,

Liquid

Wagon Paints,

Paroid

Linseed

Floor Paints,
Floor Dressing,
Floor Finish,

House Paints,
Barn Paints,
Roof Paints,

Don't lî-r-ape.

No. G83.—Sandwich Man Puzzle: By
rearranging thp sandwich men their

Screen Doors and Window Screens—We make to order. The kind that lasts. sigu reads, "Big Show Toulgbt."
No. GS4.—College Anagrams: 1. SophRegular sizes of doors in stock. Have your veranda screened in.
2. Campus. 3. Professor. 4.
amore.
We sell wire screen cloth, spring hinges, Ac.
Dormitory. 5. Senior. G. Junior. 7.
Wheelbarrows—We have a few first class wheelbarrows. Call and see them.
Freshman. 8. Chapel.
No. 085.—Primal Acrostic: Whittier.
sell "Columb'a Ignition Batteries1' the
and
Electrical
Supplies—We
Telephones
Crosswords—1. Wheel. 2. Backs. 3.
best for automobiles and

telephones.

6. Isles.
δ. Trees.
4. Taunt,
iDdia.
7. Enter. 8. Riugs.
No. G86.—Prose Charade: Melon, col-

S. P. MAXIM & SON,

lie—melancholy.
No. 087.-Easy word squares:

South Paris.

This Dam Will Last

Long

EDISON

Portland Cement

Cn*m no nor· to
but make» the mod economical concrete, became
buy.
"
the Mme amount of Édiioo makes more concrete but equally strong, at
the same amount of other brands, or <u much concrete, but stronger.

The

Uniformly 10%
at

Finest Ground in the World.

ask yom drain far booklet

A. W.
SOUTH PARIS,

How

to

Mia and Cm Ed»oa Portkad Cement

GRAY
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IDEA
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Υ Κ
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at

the River Runs
because it is made of granite-like, ever
enduring and practically indestructible

Watt u§

II.

I.

as

"

WALKER & SON,

MAINE.

Α

Κ

088. -cnarad·»:
Ν«».
breakfast.

Break,

fast

NO CASE ON RECORD.
There Is no case on record of a cough
or cold resulting in poenmonia or consumption after Foley's Honey and Tar
haa been taken, as it will stop your
congh and break up your cold quickly.
Refuse any but the genuine Foley's
Honey and Tar in a yellow paokage.
Contains no opiates and is safe and sure.
F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
"The bare limbs of those trees," he
remarked, ''bring to my mind pleasant
recollections of my vacation last summer."

"In what way?" she queried.
"I spent my vacation at tbe seashore,
you know," he explained.

Foley'e Kidney Remedy will cure any
of kidney or bladder trouble that is
not beyond the reach of medicine. Cures
backache and irregularities that if neglected might result in Briitht's disease or
diabetes. F. A. Shurtleff <1; Co.
case

Protect Your Feet from the Cold, Wet Weather
BY BUYING THE LATEST STYLES IN

RELIABLE FOOTWEAR.
YOU WILL FIND SEVERAL EXCLUSIVE LINES IN

Ladies'

and

W. O.

Gents'

Fine Shoes

Frothingham,

SOUTH PARIS. ΠΑΙΝΕ.

CASTOR I
Tki KM Yd Hm Ahnjs Baackt

««

Recipe·.

eueABXD

huge policeman.

"Let me go, officer!" be pleaded, as
the grim custodian of the law held him

COMFITS.

pound of powdered sugar fast.
"Not much I won't. Wbat're jou actwith just enough water to make a thlok
solution. Drop in a pound of ooriander ing so suspiciously around here for, eh?"
"I live in that bouse there," was the
seed, stir them about and drain off the
syrup. Lay the seed in a sieve with two discomfited man's explanation. "Don't
rounding tableapoons of flour and shake hold; let me go, I say."
"Ob, you live there, do you? Come,
about well. Then let the seed stand in
the sieve to dry. Put the seed into the that's too thin. Tou just walk back to
that house with me and prove it.
•yrup again sud drain and lay on the
"But my wife is getting ready to spend
•ieve to dry a second time. Repeat until
the day ou·; you'll get me in a fix,
the comfits are as large as wanted.
Melt

one

FBOSTED

Pop

some corn

POPCOBN.

and pick it

over

to

ly

now

Step liveand we'll see what your game is."

So back they went, the officer tightly
unpopped kernels.
Put two oupa of granulated sugar into a clutching bis protesting charge. When
saucepan with one-half cup of water. the front door of the house in point was
Bring to the boiling point and cook reached an upper window flew up and a

take out all burned

or

without stirring after the sugar is dis- woman's bead popped out.
solved until the ayrup will thread when
"Ob, was he trying to sneak off, Mr.
tested with a cold fork dipped into it and Policeman?" she sweetly asked.
held above it. Pour the syrup over the
"He was, ma'am. He says he lives
popped corn, atirring it with a wooden here."
"He does, officer; thank you; he's my
spoon that has been buttered. Mix in
powdered sugar and stir over with the husband."
bande until the corn will take do more
The policeman stared.
on as a frosty coating, then spread the
"But bring him in," she continued.
corn on parsfflne, buttered or oiled pa- "I want him to button tho back of my
Different colors and flavors are dress before he goes down to his office."
per.
easily made according to taste or the
oolor required to make a pleasing effect
They Took Him In.
Frosted corn ia much liked
on the table.
A certain foreign scientist, who recentat children's parties.
ly lectured in this country, was, to say
the least, careless about drpss. Onoe lu
MAMMOTH POPCORN BALL.
was asked to lecture in a city not far
Make a syrup of two oupa of granulatHe went, taking
from Philadelphia.
cookof
ed sugar and one-half cup
augar
with bim bis dress suit, and no other
ed together to the thread stago. Pour
suit. Having given his lecture, he spent
slowly on to four quarts of popped corn, the night
at the house of a fellow prowhich la warm. Dip the hands into cold
fessor, woke up the next morning, cheerwater and rapidly form the corn into one
fully donned the drese suit, anH sallied
large ball. Duet It with powdered augar forth to
give another lecture at the locai
and aet it in the middle of the table for
Break off pleoea with a college.
a centerpiece.
He didn't know just where the college
large fork when it ia served. This ia An was, but, spying an imposing looking
for
a
a
attraction for
birthday party
building, not far from bis bust's resichild.
dence, decided that that was it. Wbile
KISSES.
walking toward the door be suddenly
Beat the whites of two eggs to a stiff saw an act hill. Bugs were his specialty.
froth and beat in alowly two cupa of He dropped at once to his knees, dress
started to sc top out
powdered augar and two rounding table- suit and all, and
ants.
apoona of corn starch. Add half a tea
The next thing he knew he was surβρουη of lemon flavoring and drop in
who had
teaapoonfula about two Inches apart on rounded by a body of men
rushed out from the imposing-looking
paper, laid in pana. Bake in a very
him
roughly and
moderate oven. Cool before taking from building. They seized
proceeded to drag him indoors. Ho
the pan.
He protested in many
gesticulated.
CHOCOLATE CBBAM MINTS.
languages. It wai of no avail. At last,
Cook one cup ofgranulated augar, one- however, explanations were forthcoming.
The imposing-looking building was
quarter cup of water until It threads.
Add two drops of essence of peppermint none other than the lunatic asylum.
on
and beat until it ia creamy. Drop
Seeing a man attired in a dress suit digbuttered paper and form into little cakea. ging up ants at 10 o'clock in the morning
Melt four squarea of chocolate with two the attendants had thought that an inrounding tablespoona of augar and dip mate had escaped, hence the sally and
the cooled and hardened mints into It attack.
until well coated.
Dry on paraffine
Just Curious.
paper.
"Doctor, said the blushing young lady
WALNUT CBEAMS.
to the young and bashful doctor, "bow
Put two cups of brown sugar and one- can you tell by feeling the pulse if one Is
half cup of cream together, stir until well or sick?"
dissolved and cook five minutes after
"We count the heartbeats and judge
coming to the boiling point. Add a by that."
rounded tablespoon of butter and one
"But when you bold any woman's
cup of chopped walnut meats. Stir and band her pulse mnet beat so much faster
take from the fire. Beat until the mixt- that I should think it would fool yon."
ure becomes creamy, then pour into a
The doctor blushed furiously and fixed
buttered pan and when cool mark off into
up a mixture for that patient that wasn't
small equares.
very hard to take.

Clara—"Tbey say
leigh married Miss
money."
Maude—"Woll,

every dollar of it."

that yonng BroktOversevtn for her

he

certainly earned

Bloodine Liver Pills cure Sick Headaches, Biliousness, Dizziness and Constipation. 25c. a box, mailed by The
Bloodine Co., Inc.. Boston. Mass.

Many
beauty to tbe
fact that tbe police reporter thinks it
makes the story sonnd more intereatisg.
a woman owee

her

Bloodine, the World's Tonio, is the,
best tonic and body builder. Free Sample by mail for 10e.
Address, The
Bloodine Co., Inc., Boston, Mass.
The average matrimonial team consista of a leading lady and a general

utility

man.

Memory Helps.

Cook two cups of brown sugar, one
Oldbach—"What have you got that
cup of etrong coffee, one-half cup of
tied around your finger for?"
cream and a rounding tablespoon of but- string
Oldwed—"I'm going to do some shopter until it has reached the brittle stage.
and the string is to reTest by dipping a little into water. Pour ping for my wife,
bave a knot in my handinto buttered pans and mark off into mind me that I
kerchief."
squares.
Oldbach—"And what is the knot in
GLACE.
FBUITS
your handkerchief for?"
Oldwed—"Ob, that's to remind me
Prepare sections of orange by taking
off every bit of the white skin, rub that I have a list of things my wife
Malaga grapes with a wet cloth and shell wants on a slip of p*per in my vest
Make a syrup of pocket."
some English walnuts.
one cup of sugar, a pinch of cream tar"Her husband is a brute."
When it
tar and one-half cup of water.
"As to bow?''
has reached the thread stage dip the
"Got ber to save up for an automobile
fruit and nuts into it and lay on paper.
When cold they will be covered with a and then put the money into a house.

coating of icing.

BUTTEB SCOTCH.

The Wars of
Our Country
XXVII.—The Black Hawk
War

By Albeit Pajraon Teh une
H ILE foreign
had for many
years left onr
nation In peace,
was
alarm

foee

officer!"
"That's what I'm paid for.

COFFEE CABAMELS.

word

W. J. WHEELER,
Billings Block,

ENABLES SEASON RUN.
comes, then business hums
For iceman, umpire and for sprinter.

When

one season

Visit my warerooms and see for yourselves the great values in
second hand instruments
Easy terms. Send for catalogs and prices.

ed.

1.
ENABLES SEASONS.
When winter s blast blows fierce and fast
We love the furnace man and plumber.
How we lament when they present
Their bills and long for balmy summer!

ths MLurrr touno

This
for the next sixty
at very low
to obtain a piano or organ that has ever been offer-

out

No. 692.—Anagrams.

2.

Sale !

Clearance

and shall close them

No. 690.—Beheadings.
1. Behead an exclamation and leave
to need.
2. Bebead a rock formation
and leave a margin. 3. Behead a summary of belief and leave a pastoral
4. Bebead oxygen in a con
pipe.
Sensed form and leave α belt. 5. Behead a pronoun and leave an Inheritor. 6. Beht«ad a hard blow and leave
λ bunch.
The beheaded letters will spell the
well knowu writer who
uauie of a
was a New Etiglunder.

this advertise-

fPHE person bringing the largest number of this
A
advertisement to Hobbs' Variety Store, Norway,
before Friday. Nov. 19, 1909. at 3 P. M., will be given
YEAR'S SUBSCRIPTION to the OXFORD DEMOCRAT,
the paper to be sent to some person not already a subscriber.
These will also apply on the King Kineo Range.

The Fleeing Men.
A little men slank oat of λ boaae on
the avenue, glanoed up apprehensively
oflntare* to Um ladlet
Cwrejroedeae· c« topJoâ
: Editor Homuiui' at Ita front windows, then darted down
Me
the street, iayi Brooklyn Life. Before
Column, Oxford Democrat, South Pute,
be had traversed twenty steps, however,
he found himself in the olntobes of a

HOMEMAKEBS1 COLUMN.

Griggs —So you
deal with $10,000.
cup out?

went into tbat stock
How did you come

spread through-

__

Îrumbled.

I c the nutter of
the partnership of
MASCODX A L*VA88K0B,
the Individual copartner*
of which an Llda Maroon
and Noel Levaasenr, and
they Individually, of Bun-

font,

tn

Harvesting
flachinery.

Mats, Mirrors

EankrupU. J
To the creditor· of Marooux and Leraaeenr
and Llda Marooux and Noel Leraaaeur in the
County of Oxford and dlatrlet aforeeald :
Notice la hereby given that on the Nth day of
Oct. A. D. 19», the aald Marooux and Leraaaeur
and Llda Marcoux and Noel Leraaaeur wen
and that the
duly adjudicated bankrupts,will
be heklat the
first meetlngof their creditor»
offlce of the Referee, No. 8 Market Square, South
Parla, on the 17th day of Nov.. A. D. 1909, at 10
o'clock In the forenoon, at which time the aald
creditor* may attend, prove their claim·, appoint a trustee. examine the bankrupta, and
tranaact iuch other bualneaa as may properly
come before said meeting.
South Parte, Oct. SO, 1909.
VTALTKB L. GRAY,
Beferoe In Bankruptcy.

eagerly
conferred on the chief the honorary

J

and Pictures,

I

} la Bankruptcy,

taken the agency
Otborne Farm
Machinery, I am prepared
to furnish

Having

for

High Grade Portrait Work
in Crayon, Water color,

Sepia and Oil a specialty.

Horse Rakes,
Disc & Tooth
Cream

Full line of NEW

Patents

Kaetmmtrv

E.

NEAR Ο. T. STATION,

South Paris,

tpeelal

Scientific American.

I.arge»t dr.
A handsomely l'.înstrated weekly.
·
culatlon of nr.-/ scientific tournai. Terms, 13
Sold by all newsdealer·.
month»,
|L
four
year;

New York
MUNN & Co.35""0*""·
Washington,
D. C·

Branch Office. 636 F St*

PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM

Clcarm-i »r,«l lxiut.r.»s the hslr.
ΓνομΜ a luiurUol growth.
never Pall to K^ntr.re Cray
lf-.ir to Ite Toiith/'il Color.
Cunt «cζ'.ιι '* ·*««<» k Imtr
ioc.and |IJ«'«t llru^itU

1.88
13
Lot 2 R 4
the power of the United States and to A No. 1 Riley,
8.M
1«8
Κββ at Tct.
A No. 1 111 ley,
at their fellow tribesmen who had
PASCAL P. G1LMOHE,
Treasurer of State.
44-7
obeved the treaty.
But at last settlers began to Invade
The>
this strip of debatable land.
ploughed up the Indians' crops, reared
First Claee Fare fl.OO
homesteads on the Sac and Box; vilStateroom· fl.OO.
lage sites, destroyed their hunting
Steamship* "Governor Dingle?" or
grounds and broke up their fl«herle8·
Slate" leave Franklin
Wharf,
The dispossessed savages flocked to "Bay
Portland, week days at 7 P. u., for BosBlack Hawk for redress. He declared ton.
war on the United States and swooped
Returning
down on the settlers with rifle and
Leave Union Wharf, Boston, week
tomahawk to wrest from them by
For days at 7 P. M., fur Portlatid.
force the lands of his* fathers.
Through tickets on salo at principal
the moment li seemed as though the
railroad stations.
rebellious chief would succeed In his
resistFreight rates as low as other linos.
37-48
mad attempt at blocking
J. F. LISCOMB, General Agent,
less onrush of
;
Portland, Me.
civilization. Then

Wheat Cleaned
Six Times

jeer

"The equipment for wheat cleanitaff
Is as extensive and expensive as that
The tr
for grinding purposes.
of flour from dirt acd bacteria show
In Its appearance
Pkop. Wm. Ja«;o.
in Sail"nul Atiociation lUvitu
Wheat specially selected for \V : in
Tell Flour is stored in hermetically
sealed tanks, at Ansted Be Burk s big

5* %
'

4/Vo

'""/ο

yp'Wrii-"η.

*4

uills.
It is cleaned six times befor

Everything—even the sewing
bags-is done by clean, bright mav

'to.

r y.
Note bow much purer William Te'l is
than other flours. This means whr.it
jucleaning by the most complete e
ment known to modern milling scier.e.
ct
William Tell Flour has the br
bloom such asonly Ohio wheat can tr...
Ask your dealer, and insist on bavin.,—

'4*

the^
~

We have Agencies In all the large cities ol
Write for our descriptive letter
tho country.
showing our methods.
W. M.

1831
Gaines
General
aud a body of
States
United

Lowest Prices in Oxford Counîy.

and

NORWAY, MAINE.

are just coming along
New Greenhouse, South Paris.

BLACK

Sheathing.

HAWK'S

LESSON.

Spruce

For sale

and fir.

J.

25tf

A.

The

by

Complete

South Paris.

Price, Postpaid, $2.00.

W. J. Wheeler & Co.

at South Paris,
whom duplications for new iusuram
and changes in existing policies can I"·
43 <i
made.
to

I

of Maine :
κλ M ImKociie, of Rumfonl, in the Counof Oxford, κηΊ State of Maine, tu said
District, respectiully represents that on the 14tti
of
Nov., Usi past, she was duly a'lju'igcl
•lay
liankrupt uniler the Acta of Conm-ess relatln τ to
Bankruptcy; that «he has duly surrcndere·· all
her property and rights of property, an·! has fullv
complled with all the require menu of said Act*
and of the orders of Court touching her bank-

Γαιty

WHO WISH TO
KEEP VP WITH THE THHBS.
Sligl· Subscription, $1.60;
Two Subscription·, $2.50;
Five Subscrlptloai, $6.60.
SPECIAL INDUCE.TIB JITS to Β A18EB9 OP LABGEB CLUBS.

ruptcy.

Wherefore she prays, That she may l>e dccree'1
by the Court to have a full discharge from ail
debts provable against her estate under sal"
Acts, except such debts as are ex
cepted by law from such iMschrrge.
bated this 2:rd dav of October. Α. I). 1909.
LACHA M. I aKOCIIΚ, Bankrupt.

Four Monthβ* Trial Trip 50 cents.

bankruptcy

SPECIMEN COPIES

w<U be mailed free on request. It will pay anybody Interested in any way in country life to

Address the publishers :
LUTHER TUCKER A. SON,

District or Maine, ss.
On this 30th day of Oct., A. D. 1900, on reading
the foi : jolng petition, It Is
Ordered by the Court, that a hearing Ins had
upon the same on the 19.h day of Nov., A. D.
11)9, before said Court at Portland, In said Die
trlct, at 10 o'clock In the 'orenoon : and that no
Uce thereof be published In the Oxford Deno
crat, λ newspaper printed In eald District, au
that all known creditors, and othor persons In
Interest, may appear at the salil time and place,
and show cause, If any t icy have, why the
prayerof said petition should not be granted.
And It Is further o.derrd by the Court, Thai
the Clerk shall send by mall to all known creditor· copiée of said petition and this order, addressed to them at their place: of residence as
stated.
Witness, the Hon. Clabenck Hale, Jud
of the said Court, and lac seal thereof, at l'o..
land, In said District, on the 30th day of Oct.
A. D. 1909.
JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk.
[L.B.j
A true copy of petition a
order thereon.
Attest: J \ Μ Κ S Β. IIEWKY. Clerk

Albany· Ν. X·
m~ Subscription- taken at this offloa.

School children
eat

Quaker Oats

A

least

new

Lot

of Plumbing Goods.
The best ol
oak woodwork for closets. No old
goods. Call and *ee ihis bne. JobNo
bing promptly attended to.
charge for team.

day
5

la. Ad. Longloy,

Assorted china in the Family Size Package

Norway,

to

buy

all

Main*·.

—

new

and second hand ior

sale.
Cash paid for goods when bougn*
and 1 sell for same.
If you have anything you wish »
sell or have sold at private sale !-i. .4
it in.
I handle real estate, buying
also surety bonds.

ing,

ot se

Auction rooms, No. 2, Western Ave.

Albert D. Park.

! A LOW PRICE
—

Wool
Φ

η

ON

—

Carpets

close out odd patterns and clea-i

up stock.

Chas. F, Ridlon.
Corner Main and Danforth Sts„

NORWAY,

MAIM".

ord
(ooking-Rgm

Our New

Ran^e

Winner

range that we
a
hearts. The
old End introduced
on
Hearth is last year has !
top—the
fire,
ashes
fei'
making
-β th*5Ion"—
won
fall into gone—there is
tneir
.wuger.
·»·—
a
The Ash removal
Hod far ie more
coal.
easy
Hod
and the
below the
Three sues,
when
grate
—

to
is
"Palace,"emptied
Atl the
returned fulllast
««Castle,"
famous
Damper,
««Fortress." of

Patented Crawford
Backed Oven,
Grate, ftafarts ire
Midi by

prepared

now

Furniture, Sleighs.
riages and other goods

Order of Notice Thereof:,

■end for them.

V

am

sorts of

of
)
! In Bankruptcy.
LAUK.V M. LaKOCIIK,
Bankrupt I
To the Hon. Clarence 11 αι.κ, Judge of the District Court of the United State# for the District

INDISPENSABLE TO

room

Booms.

Auction

In the ma'ter

ALL COUNTRY RESIDENTS

all

represented by

—

Every department written by spécialiste,
highest authorities in their respective lises.
No other paper pretends to compare with It
In qualifications of editorial stag.
Give· the agricultural NEWS with a degree
of completeness not even attempted by other*.

The new

now

STOCKS OF GOODS

the

a

Company

Of N«w*rU, IN. J.,
desires to notify the public that the
agencies of C. E. Toi man & Co. at South
Parin and Geo. L. Curtis at Norway have
been closed, and that the company ia

ORENVILLE M. DONHAM,
INCLUDING
Publisher,
390 Congress St., opp. City Building SECOND HAND FURNITURE
PORTLAND, MAIvE.
4| 4:
I have a lot of second hand
Bankrupt's Petition for Discharge.
Car

Leading Agricnltnral Journal of tie World

twice

Towns.

A new Township nuri Railroad Map of
Maine Revised to dale.
Every OPPICE and HOME needB it
for handy reference.

JJTD ADMITTEDLY THE

at

438

The
Firemen's Insurance

Full Statistics of All State Interests.

1831

The ONLY Agricultural NEWSpaper,

should

Register

Business Directories

Of ao Cities and

ESTABLISHED

COUNTRY
GENTLEMAN

Maine
CONTAINS

KENNEY,

THE

by

N. D. Bolster Co.

Me.

at the

but
desperate courage of the Indians availed
nothing against the superior ml arj
lilac*
discipline of the regulars.
the

PENNELL. Manager,
Bank Bids·· Portland,

ChRYSANTHEflUIViS

uprising.

For Sale

BUREAU,

Carnations

troops
to put down the

William Tell

Jeweler and Graduate Optioian.

Δ FBW

were seni

bloody battle;

REALTY

First National
45 8

by name.
Early In

On
June 25 of that
two
the
year
armies met lu a

HILLS,

EVERY
ΙΛ/Λ MTCn RK*L ESTATE OK
W Λ 01 I LU DESCRIPTION TO SELL,

MAINE

Maine.

Des ION·
Copyrights Ac.

the full amount due thereon for such unremained, unmolested, waxing thai State
and County taxes, Interest and costs,
paid
vearlv stronger and more arrogant In as described In the following schedule:
OXFORD COUNTY.
their possession. They grew to despise

youu
Ken tuck Ian, AbLincoln
raham

niLLETT,

0.

may
Λητοηβ sending · sketch find description
our opinion fre« whether an
quickly ascertnln
CommunlcaInvention I» probably patentable.
Patenta
on
hANOBOOK
tlnns «trim? confidential.
sent free. OtdMC nperi-jr for ι"curing patenta.
I'atenia token through Mumi A Co. recel▼·
notice. without chnrno, In the

ers

a

CARRIAGES,

eo YEARS'

EXPERIENCE

hlThere.

was

Etc.

SOUTH PARIS. CARRIAGE FURNISHINGS and
REPAIRS.

Nichols St,.

lîèm.

arms.
to
Among the borvolunteers
der

Engines,

And All Repairs for Same.

L. M. TUFTS,

for^®·

government

Harrows,

Separators,

Gasoline

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

title of general. This action of Black
STATE OF MATNE.
Hawk naturally did not tend to add
λοSam.
Uncle
Treasurer'· Office.
to his popularity with
Angiuta, Oct. 27, l'.*>9
►ordlngly, when the war of 1812 was
Pursuant to Chap. 9, Sec. 44, of the Revised
aver, .and the nation was in a position Statute*·, a" amended by Chap, fit of the Public
* Laws of 1909, I will at the State Treasurer'sofflce
to back up its demands by
at Augusta, on the tMitleth day of Norcmhcr
treaty was formally ratified and Β ack next, at II o'clock A M acll ami convey bv deed
of the State
wen »» tbe rest of bis cbioh, to the highest II 11er, Ml the Interest
In the tract» of 'and hereinafter described, lying
and In
Sac
the
of
A
raid
tracts
It.
having
part
large
signed
unlncoriHjratcd townships
for non-pavment of
Fox Indians, under a chief known as been forfeited to the State
State and Count) texes, certified to the Treasurer
Keokuk, crossed the Mississippi Into of Stale for the rear 1907. The aal" and convev
each tract will be made subject to a right
Iowa to a reservation set aside for ence ofowner
or |)»rt owner whose rights have
In the
bu. Llluek H»«k ttougb bo becu forfeited, to redeem the aame at any tlnn<
one
re
within
year after the sale, by pat log or
had signed the agreement flatly
tendering to the purchase' hla proportion of
fused to go. He said the land was stUl what the purchaser paid therefor at the ssle with
per cent per annum
bis aud he Induced hundreds of fam lntereat at the »te of twenty
from the time of sale, and one dollar for release,
with
remain
to
tribes
the
in
il les
or auch owner may redeem hla Interest by payIns as aforeeald to the Treasurer of State as provided In Chap. 9, sec 4β of the Revlaed Statute·.
followhis
for a time, he and
No tract, however, will be aold at a price less

the
flew

the

Mouldings &JL Mowing Machines,

&

notice.
out the United
the United State· for 'he
States in 1831 In the Dlatrlet Court of
District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
by an important In the matter of
)
Indian uprising
J. CARKOLL SWEATT,
J) In Bankruptcy.
Bankrupt.
along the MisTo the creditor* of .T. Carroll 8weatt, in the
sissippi, known to history as "Black County of Oxford and dlatrlet aforeeald :
Notice la hereby Riven that on the 30th day of
Hawk's war."
Oct., A. D. 19G9, the aald J. Carroll Sweatt
Black Hawk was one of the bravest waa duly adjudlrited bankrupt, and that the first
at the offlce
and most dangerous of Indian leaders. meeting of hla creditor! Till be held South
Parla,
of the Referee, No. β Market Square,
His real name was Mak-a-tae-mlshon the 17th day of Nov., A. D. 1909, at 10 o'clock
In the forenoon, at w.i'e'i t'me the aald creditor?
a
may attend, prove tue'r claim·, appoint
When the war of 1812 broke out trust 3e, examine the bankrupt, and tranaact
become
volother
buMneaaaa
auch
may properly
Black Hawk and 500 of his braves
fore aald meeting.
unteered their services to the British,
South Parla, Oct. 30.1909
WALTER L. GRAY.
who
accepted the offer and

Put one cup of *ugar, one-quarter
of molaasea, 1 1-4 tablespoon! of vinegar,
Briggs—Alone.
three tablespoona of boiling water aod A
STATE- Hawk was defeated.
joe-half cup of butter Into a aaucepaa
MENT.
"»a
uu.huiu^v,
il mi.»*,
μι\·»βιιΐ|,
and boil until when tried in cold water
Rev. Joseph H. Fesperman, Sali· bury, drove the foe to the Mississippi. The
the syrup will become a brittle candy.
who is the author of several
Turn into a buttered pan and when near- X. C
Indians crossed the river into Iowa,
books, writes: "For seve.al years I was to the Sac and Fox reservation, and
ly cool mark into squares.
afflicted with kidney trouble and last
Gaines retired, confident that the brief
Il IS. Λ. 219.
MAl'Lb
winter I was suddenly stricken with a
However, he
war was at an end.
Pat 11-2 cups grated maple sugar with severe pain in my kidneys and was conreckoned without any knowledge of
one-half cup of thick cream and cook fined to bed eight days unable to get up
stubborn courage.
slowly until a little dropped in cold without assistance. My urine contained ; the chief's
Next spring Black Ilawk, with his
Take from the fire a thick white sediment and I passed
water will harden.
recrossed the Mississippi.
and beat with a silver fork until it is like same frequently day and night. I com- braves,
thick cream. Pour into buttered pans menced taking Foley's Kidney Remedy, He spilt up his nrmy Into separate
and the pain gradually abated and Anally bands and scattered thein through
and when cool cut into squares.
ceased and my urine became normal. I
Illinois and Wisconsin, where they atMOLASSES CANDY.
cheerfully recommend Foley's Kidney tacked the white settlers and spread
Put one cup of brown sugar, two cups Remedy.11 F. A. Sburtleff & Co.
of molasses and one tablespoon each of
panic all along the frontier. Another
"Your boy was just a little—er—wild
United States force, led by General
vinegar and butter into a saucepan and
cook until it will harden when dropped when be was at college, wasn't he?11
Scott, the hero of Lundy's Lane, was
was
a
little
"Ob, yes; he generally
into cold water. Add one-half level teasent to put liiiu down, but a cholera
over the
spoon of Boda and stir rapidly. This wild at first. Couldn't get 'em
wrecked the expedition.
epidemic
down
steadied
know.
But
be
will make the
candy light colored. plate, you
Emboldened by this, the Indians inTurn into a buttered pan to cool partly. before the game was over."
creased their depredations and carried
When cool enough to handle pull and
Many requests from catarrh sufferers their raids still further into the white
double over until the candy is light
us
to
who use atomizers have caused
put men's
country, («encrai Dodge, with
yellow. Cut in strips or in small piecos
up Liquid Cream Balm, a new and conof even size.
a third army, followed fast on the disvenient form of Ely's Cream Balm, the
He rounded up
NUT CANDT.
only remedy for Catarrh which can al- astrous Scott attack.
to give
Cook two pounds of light brown sugar ways be depended on. In power to al- the Indians and forced them
battle (July 21. 1832» on the banks of
and one cup of milk together for ten lay inflammation, to close the clogged
minutes, add three level tablespoons of air-passages, to promote free, natural the Wlscousln river. There he inbutter and cook five minutes, add the breathing, the two forms of Cream Balm
flicted a terrible defeat on them. Bemeats from one pound of English wal- are alike. Liquid Cream Balm is sold by fore Black Hawk could recover from
nuts broken small, and a teaspoon of •II druggists for 75 cents, including
this blow he was attacked at Bad Axe
vanilla. Take from the fire and stir until spraying tube. Mailed by Ely Bros., 5Θ
river, on Aug. 2 by General Atkinson,
the candy begine to thicken, then pour Warren Street, New York.
who not only beat him In battle, but
into
buttered pans and mark into
Some people are never satisfied. For
followed up his retreat so fiercely,
squares.
example, the prisoner who complained striking blow after blow at the demorMARSHMALLOWS.
of the literature tbat the prison angel
alized savages, that ou Aug. 27 Black
Dissolve one-half pound of gum-arabic gave him to read.
Hawk was compelled to yield.
in two cups of cold water, add one cup
"Nutt'n but continued stories," he
The chief at this time was sixtyof fine granulated sugar and set on the
"An' I'm to be hung next
five years old and worn out by a lifelike
honey,
range. Stir until the syrup is
uesday."
time of battling against overwhelmadd slowly the beaten whites of four
A CARD.
eggs and stir until the mixture will not
ing odds. He and his two sons and
adhere to the finger. Flavor with vanilla
This is to certify that all druggists are seven of his subchlefs were taken by
and pour into a shallow tin well dusted authorized to refund your
money if their captors to New York, Washingwith corn starch. When cool cut into Foley's Honey and Tar fails to cure your
ton and other large cities of the east.
squares.
cough or cold. It stops the cough, heals There they were bidden to gaze on the
the lungs and prevents serious results
UACAR00N8.
from ft cold, prevents pneumonia and countless thousands of white men and
Beat the white of an egg stiff with one
consumption. Contains no opiates. The told to Judge for themselves what
cup of powdered sugar, add one cup of genuine is in a yellow package. Refuse chance a mere handful of hostile savground or finely ohopped walnut meats substitutes. F. A. Sburtleff & Co.
ages would have against so mighty a
and drop by teaspoonfuls on to a tin
nation, after which the captive Insheet. Bake in a very moderate oven.
Brlggs—A safe conversational rule is, dians were sent to prison for nearly m
when in doubt talk of the weather.
PSPPERMINTS.
reflect on what they had seen.
Griggs—Safe nothing! I met my tailor year to
One cup of sugar, oue-haif oup of
and on my speaking of the
yesterday,
Flight of the Spirit.
water, boil, stirring after 20 minutes; weather he
roplied: "Yes, it is unsettled,
add one-half teaspoonful cream of tartar,
A case recorded by Tlutarch would
and that reminds me of that little bill of
and peppermint to taste.
■eem to support the theory that during
yours."
periods of protracted insensibility the
CHOCOLATE DROPS.
Beer Drlukers and others who suffer spirit of the sleeper, freed from the
Two cups sugar, one-half cup water;
with Bright'* Disease, Diabetes, Back
body, wanders away to realms and
boil throe minutes, cool in a pan of
Ache, or any Kidney or Bladder Trouble scenes not conceivable by the ordinary
water, stirring constantly, until cold can be cured if
they will take Bloodine
enoagh to roll into small balls, place Blood and Kidney Tablets, 50c. a box, senses. A man named Thesplus. he
them on buttered tins; take one-half bar
fell from a great height and
made by The Bloodine Co., Inc., Bos- tells us,
of chooolato, break in small pieces and
was picked up to all appearances dead.
Mass.
son,
place on a plate over the teakettle;
There were no external wounds about
when this is melted take the balls on a
"I shaved off my mustaobe the other him. but the physicians were satisfied
straw and roll in the chocolate; fUvor
day and my wife didn't koow me."
of the fact of the din-ease. Arrangethe cream with vanilla.
"That's nothing. My wife left off her ments were made for his burial, but
rats
and
hair
phony <urls, switches,
LEMON DROPS.
on the third day after Itis fall he re
and I didn't know her."
Dissolve oue half pound of powdered pads
vlved. much to the consternation of his
In a sli«:rt time it became
sugar in lem in juice and ook until a
If you desire a clear complexion take friends.
thin syrup is made, then drop in teaFoley's Orino Laxative for ciostipa'ion quite evident that the whole teni r of
spoonfuls on to plates and set away to and liver trouble as it will ktimulate the man's iife had « hanged. Previousharden.
these organs and thoroughly cleanse your
ly Ids character was that of a rep:;»·
system, which is what every one needs bate and a vicious man. but after Ills
CHOCOLATE MARSHMALLOWS.
in order to feel well. F. A. Sburtleff Λ
Melt some obocolate in a small sauce- Co.
Indelibility he ever followed after
virtue. On being asked the reason of
pan and dip tnarshmaliowa that have
Knlcker—Time brings many strange the
been out in halves.
Lay on paraffine
change. Thespius mated th:>t durchanges.
paper until firm.
ing his long sleep ids spirit had been
the
mother
whose
Bocker—Yes;
boy
from his body and had soarORANOE
CREAM1.
can't make him wash bin neck grows up liberated
Make a French cream with the white to be a rich man who goes abroad for ed « way to a strange land, where it
had Joined a whole company of other
of one egg, the juice and the grated yel- bftths.
low rind of one orange and two cups of
spirits. His past life was disclosed to
will
What
take
for
that
cough you him iu all Its hideousnees. and the
you
confectioner's sugar.
Work into a
dough and roll out on a board dnsted bave Bill? I don't want it, but if I had it glorious capabilities which were bewith powdered sugar or with starch and I would take Bloodine Cough Checker, · fore him were revealed In such a man
25c. bottle will cure you.
out in squares.
ner as to make him Hmbltlous of at
FIO PASTE.
Phegan—For Hi-van's sake, Hinnessy, taluing them.
Chop equal parts of figs, walnnt meats are ye dead intiroly?
and dales until when kneaded together
Hennessy (under the case)—01 don't
Reason Enough.
they will make a smooth dough. Roll think so.
Critic <ns the composer plhys his
out thin, sprinkle with powdered sugar
Pbagftn—Sure, what ft start ye give last
piece» Very Une indeed. But what
me! Ye was breathing so heavy
I
and out in small rounds.
Is that passage which makes the
was.
cold
thought
ye
BRITTLE.
PIANDT
!
i-hllls run down the backV ComposerShell one quart of peanuts; melt one
Foley's Hooey and Tar cures coughs Thai Is where the wanderer has the
pint of sugar in a saucepan, stirring con- quickly, strengthens the lungs and expels hotel bill
bronght to him.—Fliegende
stantly, turn in the nut meats ana pour cold·. Get the genuine in ft yellow Blatter.
Into a battered pan.
package. F. ▲. Sburtleff Λ Co.
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